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Welcome to the 115th University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Commencement.

This is the day to recognize our graduating students’ academic effort and remarkable personal commitment. As you look around, you can appreciate our need for the size of the UWM Panther Arena.

As we celebrate our graduates, we can also look to these outstanding individuals with a great sense of hope. For some, the work and impact of a university is viewed as complete when students conclude their studies. This is not the case at UWM. Our students, alumni, faculty and staff are engaged in lifelong research, critical thinking and collaboration with local as well as global businesses, industries, community and non-profit organizations, and other educational institutions. These partnerships lead to more innovation and create jobs for our students after they graduate. You’ve set the bar higher for new levels of cooperation and entrepreneurship. An academic degree brings newfound opportunities and exceptional value to both the recipient and the wider community.

On behalf of the UWM faculty and staff, I congratulate all of today’s graduating students. When combined with those who preceded them in May, the Class of 2016 is an impressive 5,000+ students.

To all our guests here to witness today’s event, I thank you for supporting your adult child, relative, spouse, partner, or friend. And to all our graduates, I offer my best wishes in all your endeavors. Please keep us apprised of your many successes.

Best regards and congratulations,

Mark A. Mone
Chancellor
THE STORY OF THE UWM SEAL

Official ceremonial activities and actions of the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee nearly always make use of the UWM seal. It can be found on all significant university documents. The key elements of the UWM corporate seal are the university’s logo in the center and the years above the word “Milwaukee.”

The logo was redesigned in 1999 to more distinctly represent the university. Distinguishing elements of the redesigned logo include the different typefaces used for the letters “UW” and “M,” which reflect the diversity inherent at UW-Milwaukee, and the overlapping of the “W” and the “M” to show the connection between the University of Wisconsin System and Milwaukee’s university. The two wavy banners below the letters “UWM” show movement and suggest a continuum of education throughout one’s life. The banners also represent waves and emphasize how Milwaukee and the campus are located near water. The nimbus, appearing behind the logo, symbolizes educational enlightenment.

The three years noted in the corporate seal are 1849, 1885 and 1956.

1849 represents the era that higher education began in this state. Wisconsin became the 30th state in the union on May 29, 1848. Less than two months later, on July 26, the University of Wisconsin was established under provisions in the new state constitution. One of the initial steps to prepare students for university was enrolling young people in preparatory classes. On February 5, 1849, 17 boys arrived for preparatory classes in space borrowed from the Madison Female Academy. This date is referred to in Wisconsin education as Founders Day. Then, in autumn 1850, the first University of Wisconsin freshman class assembled in Madison for first-year instruction as part of a four-year college curriculum.

1885 denotes the beginnings of public higher education in Milwaukee at the Milwaukee State Normal School. The Wisconsin legislature in 1880 approved expanding higher education by establishing nine normal schools around the state. The first students in Milwaukee were admitted in 1885. In the beginning, curriculum was limited to a two-year teacher-training program. As its educational mission evolved, the school’s name changed. It became the Milwaukee State Teachers College in 1927 and the Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, in 1951.

1956 signals the beginning of the modern era of public higher education in Milwaukee. During the late 1940s and early 1950s, many proposals to expand higher education offerings in Milwaukee were considered. The successful proposal approved in 1955 combined the previously mentioned Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, and the Milwaukee office of the University Extension Center, an auxiliary of the University of Wisconsin in Madison. The new university was considered a part of the University of Wisconsin and classes at the new University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee began in the fall of 1956.
A Quick History of UWM

The name has changed—several times—but the roots of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee go back to 1885 when Wisconsin established the Milwaukee Normal School, a two-year teacher’s college.

Some important dates:

1885 Milwaukee Normal School opens to train teachers in downtown Milwaukee at 18th & Wells
1892 University of Wisconsin offers day and evening classes in Milwaukee
1909 With the completion of a new Milwaukee Normal School building (today’s Mitchell Hall) the campus moves to its present location
1920 The University of Wisconsin Extension Division, formed in 1907, takes over responsibility for UW instruction in Milwaukee
1927 Normal school becomes Milwaukee State Teachers College with 4-year degree
1928 UW Extension opens Milwaukee Center downtown
1951 Milwaukee State Teachers College becomes Wisconsin State College with liberal arts degrees
1956 WSC & UW Milwaukee Extension merge to form UWM
1961 The 8.6-acre Milwaukee-Downer Seminary site, including 3 buildings, is purchased
1963 UWM offers first PhD degree, in mathematics
1964 UWM buys Milwaukee-Downer College buildings, expands campus
1965 UWM purchases the 6.3-acre Milwaukee University School campus
1970 Three residence towers, collectively called Sandburg Halls, open for student housing
1988 UW System designates eight Centers of Excellence at UWM
1995 Division of Outreach and Continuing Education Extension (now the School of Continuing Education) moves to new offices in the downtown Plankinton Building
2000 UWM awards diploma to 125,000th graduate;UWM named among top 102 public doctoral research universities in nation
2001 Governor announces honors academy at UWM
2002 Helene Zelazo Center for the Performing Arts opens. Fourth tower added to Sandburg Residence Halls.
2005 Men’s basketball team advances to Sweet 16 in NCAA Tournament.
2006 $100-million Campaign for UWM announced. Pavilion athletics complex and Kenilworth Square mixed-use student housing facility open. Men’s and women’s basketball teams both advance to NCAA Tournament.
2008 Campaign for UWM is completed more than a year early with $125 million pledged to the university.
2010 The School of Freshwater Sciences and Zilber School of Public Health become the first new academic schools established at UWM since the 1960s. UWM acquires the former Columbia Hospital campus: 11 acres; seven buildings with more than 800,000 gross square feet of space; and about 900 parking spaces.

By the turn of the century, the school had expanded to offer programs in the liberal arts and science as well as education. By the ’30’s, the school, now called Milwaukee State Teachers College, was a national leader in innovative teacher education, with 1,500 students. A student from the 1916-17 academic year, Golda Meir, became prime minister of Israel from 1969-1974.

After World War II, the College was authorized to award four-year bachelor degrees and in 1951 became Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee. Five years later it combined with the Milwaukee Extension Center, which had been the local outreach program of the University of Wisconsin in Milwaukee. Together, the two institutions became the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, with its focus on academic research, teaching and community service.

Since its founding, UWM has expanded its programs so that today its 14 schools and colleges offer 94 undergraduate programs, 53 masters and 32 doctoral degrees.
CHANCELLOR’S MEDALLION

The medallion for Chancellor Mark Mone was designed and fabricated by Frankie Flood, Associate Professor of Art and Design, after talking with Chancellor Mone about his vision for UWM’s future. With water from Lake Michigan in its center chamber – and spheres representing how student knowledge grows at UWM-Milwaukee – the Chancellor’s Medallion is full of symbolism specific to UWM.

THE MEANING OF ACADEMIC REGALIA

Academic gowns were worn as early as the 12th century. Their primary purpose then was to protect the wearer against the elements. When accepted styles of dress began to change in the 16th century, those in the legal and medical professions as well as scholars in the universities retained the traditional dress of gowns and hoods. The origin of the cap is unclear.

Styles and colors had no particular meaning until 1895 when an “Intercollegiate Code” established design and color criteria. The bachelor’s gown has long, pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, the front part has an arc cut away. The gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has velvet down the front with three bars of the same velvet across the sleeves. It may be worn open or closed.

The academic hood is the visual representation of the academic degree. The level of the degree is indicated by the length of the hood and the width of its velvet edging, with the doctoral hood being the largest. The color of the lining of the hood denotes the school conferring the degree, the color of the velvet binding denotes the field of study. The color denoting the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee is gold, dark blue is the color denoting philosophy; therefore, all recipients of the Doctor of Philosophy degree (Ph.D.) at UWM wear hoods lined with gold and trimmed in dark blue velvet.

Other trim colors that you may observe among the masters candidates and the faculty are:

- BLUE VIOLET — Architecture
- WHITE — Art
- BROWN — Art/Dance/Drama
- BEIGE — Business Administration
- LIGHT BLUE — Education
- ORANGE — Engineering/Computer Science
- PEACOCK — Human Resources & Labor Relations
- LEMON — Library & Information Science
- PINK — Music
- APRICOT — Nursing
- GOLD — Science
- CITRON — Social Work/Criminal Justice

Honors: The gold cord, worn by some of the bachelor’s degree candidates, identifies those students who have been awarded Commencement Honors for high academic achievement throughout their career at UWM. An asterisk (*) is directly after the names of bachelor’s degree candidates awarded Commencement Honors in this program.

The pewter-colored stole recognizes undergraduate students receiving the Honor’s Degree. This special diploma is awarded in recognition of outstanding academic achievement to students who have completed the requirements of the University Honors College and achieved an overall grade point average of 3.5 or above.

The red, white, and blue cord is being worn by our veterans and military service members.
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PRELUDE
   UWM Wind Ensemble
   John Climer, Conductor

PROCESSIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Processional

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
   Lucas Pastrana, Vocalist

WELCOME
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
   University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD OF REGENTS
   Michael M. Grebe, Regent
   UW System Board of Regents

GREETINGS FROM THE UWM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
   David Misky, President
   UWM Alumni Association

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREES
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
   Johannes Britz, Provost and Vice Chancellor

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
   Avi Shaked, Founder and Chief Executive Officer
   Onward Technologies, Chicago IL

CONFERRAL OF ACADEMIC DEGREES
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
   University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

RECESSIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Recessional
CHRIS G. KEGEL  
President, CEO, and Sole Owner, Wheel & Sprocket

HONORARY DOCTOR OF BUSINESS  
Escorted by: Kanti Prasad, Dean of the Sheldon B. Lubar School of Business

CHRIS G. KEGEL  
Chris Kegel was born and raised in West Allis, Wisconsin. He is a graduate of Nathan Hale High School. Chris lives in Greenfield, Wisconsin with his wife Mary. Chris has four adult children Noel, Julian, Amelia and Tessa; and five siblings Jerry, Bill, Ed, Dave and Melissa (deceased).

In 1973, Chris began working as a bicycle mechanic at Wheel & Sprocket within weeks of the store opening. Through the years, Chris worked in every aspect of the business eventually becoming the partner of the original owner. In 1989, he became the sole owner and President of Wheel & Sprocket.

Through the years, Wheel & Sprocket has grown from its original Hales Corners, Wisconsin location to include 6 other locations in Metro Milwaukee, Wisconsin’s Fox Valley and Evanston, Illinois.

Through Chris’ leadership, Wheel & Sprocket has grown in to Wisconsin’s largest bicycle retailer. Wheel & Sprocket has consistently ranked in the Nation’s Top 100 Bicycle Retailers for over twenty years, and has been recognized as the #1 Bicycle Retailer of the Year by the National Bicycle Dealer Association (NBDA).

Chris is a tireless bicycle advocate and has a national reputation for creating more bicycle friendly communities. Chris advocacy work includes Oval Office meetings with two US Presidents. Chris has been or currently serves on the board of the International Mountain Bicycling Association (IMBA), Bikes Belong, the League of American Bicyclists, the National Bicycle Dealers Association (NBDA), Recreation for Individuals Dedicated to the Environment (RIDE), the Bicycle Federation of Wisconsin, the Wisconsin Off Road Bicycling Association (WORBA), the Wisconsin State Trails Council, the Mequon Trails committee and Ozaukee Interurban Trail Advisory Council.

Chris and the Wheel & Sprocket team donate hundreds of hours each year to support dozens of community events and charity rides including the Ride of Silence, the United Performing Arts Fund (UPAF) Ride for the Arts, the Midwest Athletes Against Childhood Cancer (MACC Fund) Trek 100, the American Diabetes Association Tour de Cure, the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society Scenic Shore 150, and the Bicycle Federation of Wisconsin Ride Across Wisconsin. Since 1998, Chris has provided significant event support to many Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation (JDRF) events including the ride in Death Valley, California.

Chris has been recognized with numerous awards and recognitions including the UPAF Community Service Award, the Trek Bicycle Corporation Legends Awards, and the JDRF Black Tie Honoree Award. Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker, Milwaukee Mayor Tom Barrett and West Allis Mayor Dan Devine each declared September 25th, 2016 “Chris Kegel Day.” The Ozaukee County Board has declared October 3rd each year as “Chris Kegel Day” on the Ozaukee Interurban Trail. On November 3rd, 2016, the Milwaukee County Board renamed the country’s first mountain biking trails as the “Chris Kegel Alpha Trail.”
AVI SHAKED is founder and CEO of Onward Technologies, a corporate IT services and custom software development provider since 1987. Avi sold his company to a public company in 1998 and successfully negotiated its return in 2000, rebranding it as Onward Technologies.

Mr. Shaked was born in 1950 in Israel and grew up on a farm. After completing his service in the Israeli Air Force, he moved to the United States where he received a vital scholarship at UWM in 1977 for which he is eternally grateful. Avi graduated in 1980 with a BS in Electrical Engineering and then worked as a design engineer at IBM where he worked on the design for the System 36 a new minicomputer.

The impact of the scholarship and education Mr. Shaked received from UWM prompted Mr. Shaked and his wife, Dr. Babs Waldman, to establish a foundation to provide scholarships for engineering students at UWM in 2006. Over 250 students have received scholarships so far.
DOCTORAL DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Marija Gajdardziska-Josifovska
Dean of the Graduate School

*Indicates August 2016 Graduate

AFRICOLOGY

Maxime Sarah Mianzokouna
“The Developmental State Economic Model versus Neo-Liberal Principles: The Case of Rwanda and Burundi”
Major Professor: Abera Gelan

Anastacia J Scott
“Decolonizing African-American Museums: A Case Study on Two African-American Museums in the South”
Major Professor: Doreatha D Mbalia

Benjamin David Wendorf
“Rail: African Labor and the Ties That Bind in the Atlantic World”
Major Professor: Jeffrey Sommers

ANTHROPOLOGY

Michelle M Birnbaum
“The Richter Site (47DR80): Reviewing Prehistoric Cultural and Technological Change on Washington Island, Door County, Wisconsin”
Major Professor: John D Richards

Emily Jane Epstein
“Nobi Ni-Tse’te’ede (House on the Cold One): Hunter-gatherer Household Archaeology and Climate Change, Harney County, Oregon”
Major Professor: Jean L Hudson

Ethan Adam Epstein
“Late Paleo-Indian Period Lithic Economies, Mobility, and Group Organization in Wisconsin”
Major Professor: Robert J Jeske

ARCHITECTURE

Myounghee Jorn
“Cultural Attributes and Housing Adjustment Behaviors: Exploring how Korean Elderly Immigrants Mediate their Cultural Needs through Dwelling”
Major Professors: Brian Schermer and Gerald Weisman

Amin Mojtahedi
“An Architecture of Social Learning and Knowing”
Major Professor: Brian Schermer

Mark A Proffitt
“Exploring the Costs and Values of the Household Model in Long Term Care”
Major Professors: Brian Schermer and Gerald Weisman

Payman Sadeghi
“High-Performance Building Envelope: An Energy Evaluation of a Double-Skin Façade Linked into the Earth”
Major Professor: Michael Utzinger

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Sreya Biswas
“Tracking Folate Receptor (FR) Subtypes ± and ² in Cells of Epithelial and Myeloid Origin, to Improve Cell Targeting and the Anti-Tumor Immune Response in a Mouse Breast Cancer Model”
Major Professor: Douglas Steeber

Katrina Lynn Olsen
“Ultrastructural Changes during Pollen Wall Development and Germination in Arabidopsis thaliana”
Major Professor: Heather Owen
CHEMISTRY

*Rasha Khaled Abuflaha
“Electrical Measurements and Attenuated Total Reflection: Infra-red Spectroscopic Study of Aromatic Compounds on Gold Granular Films”
Major Professor: Wilfred T Tysoe

Shamsul Arefin Ahmed
“Method Development for the Short Synthesis and Biological Evaluation of 5-Chloro-7-benzoyl 2,3-dihydrobenzo[b]furan -3-carboxylic acid (BRL-37959) and its Analogs: Potent Anti-Cancer Agents and Cyclooxygenases (COX) Enzyme Inhibitors”
Major Professor: Mahmun Hossain

*Brett Allen Beaupre
“The Function of Renalase”
Major Professor: Graham R Moran

*Robert William Hoppe
“Molecular Retention in Water: Design, Synthesis, and Characterization of Rigid Molecular Receptors and Enzymatic Mechanistic Probes”
Major Professor: Alan W Schwabacher

*Mohammad Rezaul Karim
“Insight into Cellular Zinc Trafficking Using Various Zinc Fluorescent Sensors”
Major Professor: David H Petering

Bradley Michael Moran
“Experimental Methods in Cryogenic Spectroscopy: Instrument Design through Analysis”
Major Professors: Jorg C Woehl and Peter Geissinger

*Lisa Susannah Mueller
“Structural and Functional Characterization of Acetoacetate Decarboxylase-like Enzymes”
Major Professor: Nicholas R Silvaggi

*Michael Ming-Jin Poe
“Synthesis of Subtype Selective Bz/GABA(A) Receptor Ligands for the Treatment of Anxiety, Epilepsy and Neuropathic Pain, as well as Schizophrenia and Asthma”
Major Professor: James M Cook

Shalini Srinivasan
“Persistence in STEM: Integrating Self-Efficacy, Outcome Expectations and Performance to Develop a Predictive Model”
Major Professor: Kristen L Murphy

Veera Venkata Naga Phani Babu Tiruveedhula
Major Professor: James M Cook

Christopher Michael Witzigmann
Major Professor: James M Cook

*Nina Yina Yuan
“Development of Cellular High Throughput Assays to Determine the Electrophysiological Profile of GABA(A) Receptor Modulators for Neurology and Immunology”
Major Professor: Alexander Arnold

COMMUNICATION

*Michael G Blight
“Relationships to Video Game Streamers: Examining Gratifications, Parasocial Relationships, Fandom, & Community Affiliation Online”
Major Professor: Erin Ruppel

Jessica Samens
“How Individuals Disclose Health Information: A Study Examining the Choices Made When Sharing Health Information”
Major Professor: Mike R Allen
ECONOMICS

*Hadiseh Fariditavana
“Exchange Rate and the Trade Balance: Is the Link Symmetric or Asymmetric?”
Major Professor: Mohsen Bahmani-Oskooee

Seyed Hesam Ghodsi
“Do Economic Fundamentals Have Symmetric or Asymmetric Effects on House Prices?”
Major Professor: Mohsen Bahmani-Oskooee

*Mona Khadem Sameni
Major Professor: Scott Drewianka

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

*Alina Aloma
“Exploring Proximal and Distal Psychosocial Stressors Influencing the Health Outcomes of Urban American Indians in the Midwest”
Major Professor: Shannon Chavez-Korell

*Wen-hsin Chang
“Predictors of International Students Socio-cultural Adjustment”
Major Professor: Nadya Fouad

*Lindsay Erika Danforth
“The Effects of Gender Role Conflict, Stigma, and Social Support on Help-Seeking in Male Service Members”
Major Professor: Stephen R Wester

Leanne Louise Freeman
“Assessing Model-Data Fit for Compensatory and Non-Compensatory Multidimensional Item Response Models Using Vuong and Clarke Statistics”
Major Professor: Bo Zhang

*Shin ye Kim
Major Professor: Nadya Fouad

Charisse A Kroner
“The Impact of Teacher Accountability Measures on Teacher Self-Efficacy Beliefs”
Major Professor: Jacqueline Nguyen

Ernesto Noam Lira De La Rosa
“Examining the Intersections of Gay Male Identity, Ethnic Identity, and Spirituality and their Relationship with Internalized Heterosexism”
Major Professor: Shannon Chavez-Korell

Marisela Lopez
“Examining Psychologists Competence and Cultural Adaptations in Therapy when Working with Latina/o Clients”
Major Professor: Shannon Chavez-Korell

Samuel Reese Purdy
“Structures and Strategies that Support Instructional Coaching”
Major Professor: Karen C Stoiber

ENGINEERING

*Suboh Alkhushayni
“Improving the Consistency of Usage of Health Tracking Software for the Caregivers of the Elderly with MCC while Addressing the Motivation and the Usability”
Major Professor: Susan W McRoy

Behnam Azimi
“Improving the Speech Intelligibility by Cochlear Implant Users”
Major Professor: Yi Hu

*Mehdi Azimipour
“Deep Tissue Light Delivery and Fluorescence Tomography with Applications in Optogenetic Neurostimulation”
Major Professor: Ramin Pashaie

Ahmadreza Baghaie
“Image Registration and its Applications in Biomedical Image Processing”
Major Professor: Zeyun Yu
Doctoral Degrees

Christopher A Baker
“Investigation of Sparsifying Transforms in Compressed Sensing for Magnetic Resonance Imaging with FastTestCS”
Major Professor: Guangwu Xu

Saman Beyhaghi
“Investigation of a Novel Turbulence Model and Using Slots for Improving Aerodynamic Performance”
Major Professor: Ryoichi S Amano

Anju Bhatt
“Analysis of Two Stage Nested Queue Model with Application in Healthcare”
Major Professor: Jaejin Jang

Roonak Ghaderi
“Seismic Analysis of Geosynthetic-Reinforced Soil (GRS) Bridge Abutments with Modular Block Facing”
Major Professor: Sam Helwany

Zahra Ghanian
“Quantitative Optical Studies of Oxidative Stress in Rodent Models of Eye and Lung Injuries”
Major Professor: Mahsa Ranji

Mehdi Gilaki
“Design for Safety: Characterization of Structural Impact on Lithium Ion Battery Packs”
Major Professor: Ilya Avdeev

Yingying Gu
“Bayesian Methods and Applications to Unstructured Data”
Major Professor: Jun Zhang

Seyed Ahmad Hamidi
“DC Line Interactive Uninterruptible Power Supply with Load Leveling for Medical Devices”
Major Professor: Adel Nasiri

*Mohamed Saeed Hussein
“Investigation of Sparsifying Transforms in Compressed Sensing for Magnetic Resonance Imaging with FastTestCS”
Major Professor: Guangwu Xu

*Kishor Lakshmi Narayanan
“Investigation of a Novel Turbulence Model and Using Slots for Improving Aerodynamic Performance”
Major Professor: Ryoichi S Amano

Anju Bhatt
“Analysis of Two Stage Nested Queue Model with Application in Healthcare”
Major Professor: Jaejin Jang

Roonak Ghaderi
“Seismic Analysis of Geosynthetic-Reinforced Soil (GRS) Bridge Abutments with Modular Block Facing”
Major Professor: Sam Helwany

Zahra Ghanian
“Quantitative Optical Studies of Oxidative Stress in Rodent Models of Eye and Lung Injuries”
Major Professor: Mahsa Ranji

Mehdi Gilaki
“Design for Safety: Characterization of Structural Impact on Lithium Ion Battery Packs”
Major Professor: Ilya Avdeev

Yingying Gu
“Bayesian Methods and Applications to Unstructured Data”
Major Professor: Jun Zhang

Seyed Ahmad Hamidi
“DC Line Interactive Uninterruptible Power Supply with Load Leveling for Medical Devices”
Major Professor: Adel Nasiri

*Kishor Lakshmi Narayanan
“Investigation of a Novel Turbulence Model and Using Slots for Improving Aerodynamic Performance”
Major Professor: Ryoichi S Amano

Suha Mubarak Lasassmeh
“Fiber Optical Current Sensor Design Modeling”
Major Professor: Chiu Tai Law

Jianyang Li
“Novel Nanomaterials for Lithium Ion Batteries and Oxygen Reduction Reaction”
Major Professor: Yingchun Yuan

Shengyi Li
“Corrosion of Aluminum Current Collector in Cost-Effective Rechargeable Lithium-Ion Batteries”
Major Professor: Benjamin C Church

Ke Liu
“Radial Basis Function: Applications and Parallelization”
Major Professor: Zeyun Yu

Thomas Aminga Omwando
“A Fuzzy Inference System Approach for Evaluating the Feasability of Product Remanufacture”
Major Professor: Wilkistar A Otieno

*Kamil Samara
Major Professor: Hossein Hosseini

*Seyedmohammadsadegh Shams
“Experimental, Analytical and Numerical Characterization of Effects of Fiber Waviness Defects in Laminated Composites”
Major Professor: Rani El Hajjar

*Sk Eklas Hossain
“Addressing Instability Issues of Constant Power Load Using Storage System in Microgrid Application”
Major Professor: Ronald A Perez

*Chunqi Shen
“Modelling of Dreissenid Mussel Impacts to Lake Michigan”
Major Professor: Qian Liao
*Meysam Tabandeh Khorshid
  “Nano-Crystalline Metal Matrix Nano-Composites Reinforced by Graphene and Alumina: Effect of Reinforcement Properties and Concentration Mechanical Behavior”
  Major Professor: Pradeep Rohatgi

Rohit Ugle
  “Performance Optimization of Onboard Lithium Ion Batteries”
  Major Professor: Anoop K Dhingra

Xinxin Wang
  “A Modeling and Experimental Investigation of Beach Groundwater Flow”
  Major Professor: Qian Liao

*Luke Gerard Weber
  “Control and Stability of Microgrids Utilizing Synchronous Generators”
  Major Professor: Adel Nasiri

Jingcheng Wu
  “Travel Time Estimation on Urban Arterials: A Real Time Aspect”
  Major Professor: Xiao Qin

Ming Xu
  “Image Segmentation Based on Feature-Sensitive and Adaptive Meshes”
  Major Professor: Zeyun Yu

**ENGLISH**

Roswitha T Both
  “The Comedians: A Novel”
  Major Professor: George Clark

Peter Joseph Brooks
  “Content and Context: Objective Formation in FYC Activity Systems”
  Major Professor: David P Clark

Erika Marie Mueller
  “The Waiting House”
  Major Professor: Kimberly Blaeser

*Dawn Arendt Nawrot
  “The Female Accomplice: Rape, Liberalism, and the Eighteenth-Century English Novel”
  Major Professor: Barrett Kalter

Alexis F Pegram
  “Identifying with “the Native” in Anglo-American Environmental Writing: A Rhetorical Study”
  Major Professor: Anne Wysocki

Anna Jeanene Storm
  “Alice Dunbar-Nelson, Zora Neale Hurston, and the Creation of “Authentic Voices” in the Black Women’s Literary Tradition”
  Major Professor: Gregory S Jay

**FRESHWATER SCIENCES**

Jared Scott Bozich
  “Surface Functionalization and Core Chemical Composition Impact the Toxicity of Nanomaterials to D. Magna”
  Major Professor: Rebecca D Klaper

*William Kort
  Major Professor: Nancy K Frank

Shelby Lynne LaBuhn
  “Evaluation of Dissolved Oxygen Dynamics and the Impact they have on Hypoxia in Green Bay, Lake Michigan”
  Major Professor: J Val Klump

**GEOGRAPHY**

*Wenliang Li
  “Large-Scale Urban Impervious Surfaces Estimation through Incorporating Temporal and Spatial Information into Spectral Mixture Analysis”
  Major Professor: Changshan Wu

*I-Hui Lin
  “Assessing the Effects of Parks on Surrounding Property Values Using Hedonic Models and Multilevel Models”
  Major Professor: Changshan Wu

Nicholas L Padilla
  “Decolonizing Indigeneity: Indigenous Struggles to Reclaim Spaces, Identities, and Futures in Cauca, Colombia”
  Major Professor: Kristin M Sziarto
**HEALTH SCIENCES**

*Lauren Christine Benson
“Identifying Gait Deficits in Stroke Patients Using Inertial Sensors”
Major Professor: Kristian M O’Connor

Emily Siebers Hansen
“Regulatory Mechanisms in Borrelia burgdorferi-induced Arthritis”
Major Professor: Dean T Nardelli

*Whitney Allegra Welch
“An Examination of Light Intensity Physical Activity and Health”
Major Professor: Ann M Swartz

**INFORMATION STUDIES**

Carol Sabbar
“The Information-seeking Strategies of Humanities Scholars Using Resources in Languages other than English”
Major Professor: Iris Xie

**KINESIOLOGY**

Caitlyn Roseann Hauff
“Hashtagging Your Health: Using Psychosocial Variables and Social Media Use to Understand Impression Management and Exercise Behavior in Women”
Major Professor: Christy Greenleaf

**LINGUISTICS**

*Zafer Al Lababidi
“The L2 Perceptual Mapping of Arabic and English Consonants by American English Learners”
Major Professor: Hanyong Park

**MATHEMATICS**

*Emmanuel Owusu Asamani
“A Real Distinct Poles Exponential Time Differencing Scheme for Advection-Diffusion-Reaction Systems”
Major Professor: Bruce A Wade

Tyler J Baur
“Estimating the Selection Gradient of a Function-Valued Trait”
Major Professor: Jay H Beder

Carsten Harlaß
“Density Estimation for Lifetime Distributions under Semi-Parametric Random Censorship Models”
Major Professor: Jugal K Ghorai

*Yi Jiang
“A Nonlocal Debye-Hückel Equation for Electrostatics of Aqueous Electrolytes”
Major Professor: Dexuan Xie

*Hassan Lhou
“Restricting a Representation to a Principally Embedded sl(2) Subalgebra”
Major Professor: Jeb Willenbring

*Alexander Jay Mitchell
“Existence of the Mandelbrot Set in the Parameter of Certain Rational Functions”
Major Professor: Suzanne Boyd

Jiaxi Luo
“Three Essays for Friend Recommendation Systems on SNS”
Major Professors: Atish Sinha and Huimin Zhao

Sashikala C Sekhar
“Bringing the Outside In: Examining the Impacts that Climate, Exchange, and Identity Processes Have on Organizationally-beneficial Employee Green Behavior”
Major Professor: Sarah Freeman

*Min Wan
“Three Essays on Work-Nonwork Balance”
Major Professors: Margaret Shaffer and Romila Singh

**MANAGEMENT SCIENCE**

*Amita Bhadauria
“Investigating the Effect of Aesthetics on Consumer Behavior Pertaining to Moral Judgement and Creativity”
Major Professor: Laura Peracchio
*Jinyong Ying
“Domain Decomposition-based Hybrid Methods of Finite Element and Finite Difference and Applications in Biomolecule Simulations”
Major Professor: Dexuan Xie

NURSING

Sawsan Hammad Abuhammad
“The Possible Effect of Breastfeeding on Maternal Sensitivity during the First Year of Life”
Major Professor: Teresa S Johnson

Sitah Sulaiman S Alshutwi
Major Professor: Amy Coenen

*Gordana Dermody
“Barriers to Nurses Promoting Mobility in Hospitalized Older Adults”
Major Professor: Christine Kovach

Linda Marie Dietrich
“The Utility of Mobile Phones for Health among Women Living with HIV in Urban Malawi”
Major Professor: Lucy Mkandawire-Valhmu

*Teresa Jean Hamilton
“Influencing Cultural Competence among Baccalaureate Nursing Students with Transcultural Humility Simulation Development”
Major Professor: Karen H Morin

Joan Pennington Totka
“Type 1 Diabetes: Factors that Affect Youth/ Parent Dyads Health Related Quality of Life and Youth Metabolic Control”
Major Professor: Julia A Snethen

Mohammad Rababa
“The Association of Nurses Assessment and Certainty to Pain Management and Outcomes for Nursing Home Residents in Jordan”
Major Professor: Christine Kovach

PHYSICS

Sung Soon Kim
“Reconstruction of 3D Image for Particles by the Method of Angular Correlations from XFEL Data”
Major Professor: Dilano K Saldin

Binod Manandhar
“Catalytic Thermal Reduction of Graphene Oxide Using Mo or its Oxides, Characterization of Molybdenum Blue and its Application in Lithium Ion Battery”
Major Professor: Carol J Hirschmugl

Ashish Kumar Mishra
“Investigation of Membrane Receptors’ Oligomers Using Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer and Multiphoton Microscopy in Living Cells”
Major Professor: Valerica Raicu

*Dushyant Tomer
“Spatial Inhomogeneous Barrier Heights at Graphene/Semiconductor Schottky Junctions”
Major Professor: Lian Li

Sandi Wibowo
“Symmetry and Reconstruction of Particle Structure from Random Angle Diffraction Patterns”
Major Professor: Dilano K Saldin

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Kelly Anne Gleason
Major Professor: David Armstrong

PSYCHOLOGY

*Emily Belleau
“Neural Plasticity of Extinction: Relations with Anxiety and Extinction Retention”
Major Professor: Christine Larson
*Ashley Kristine Billig
“Gender Roles, Uncertainty, Communication, and Satisfaction within Romantic Relationships: A Dyadic Model”
Major Professor: Katie E Mosack

*Kathleen Grout
“Evaluating Attentional Bias in Shame Using the Dot Probe Task”
Major Professor: Shawn Cahill

*Madalyn F Hafenbreidel
“The Mechanisms Underlying Cocaine-Induced Overexpression of Basic Fibroblast Growth Factor (Bfgf, FGF2), An Effect Reversed by Extinction”
Major Professor: Devin T Mueller

*Morgan Hepburn Hodge
“The Impact of Gratitude Intervention on Health: A Psychophysiological Approach”
Major Professor: Raymond Fleming

*Maria Magdalena Santos
“Is the Therapeutic Alliance Associated with and Predictive of Treatment Retention and Outcome Among Latinos? A Secondary Analysis of an RCT of Behavioral Activation for Depression Versus Treatment-As-Usual”
Major Professor: Bonita Klein-Tasman

*Ivar Snorrason
“Heightened Sense of Incompleteness as a Candidate Endophenotypic Marker for Skin Picking Disorder”
Major Professor: Han Joo Lee

*Daniel Stout
“Neural Circuitry Underlying the Intrusion of Task-Irrelevant Threat into Working Memory in Anxiety”
Major Professor: Christine Larson

**PUBLIC HEALTH**

Steven Alan John
“Patient-Delivered Partner Therapy: Elicitation Research Using a Mixed-Method Study Design to Support the Development of a Behavioral Intervention for Sexually Transmitted Infection Clinic Patients”
Major Professor: Lance Weinhardt

**SOCIAL WORK**

*Jennifer Lynn Hernandez-Meier
“Concurrent Polysubstance Use in College Students: Epidemiology and a Brief Social Norms Intervention to Abate Use”
Major Professor: Laura Otto-Salaj

**SOCIOLOGY**

Atiera Lauren Coleman
“A Quantitative Analysis of School Level Factors and their Impact on the Racial Achievement Gap”
Major Professor: William Velez

Maureen Elizabeth Pylman
“Did Magnet Schools Improve Student Educational Outcomes as Tools of Desegregation?”
Major Professor: William Velez

**URBAN EDUCATION**

*Abdulaziz Salem Aldossari
“Factors Contributing to College Retention of Undergraduate Saudi Students Studying in the United States: A Qualitative Case Study”
Major Professor: Javier C Tapia

Michelle Finet
“Examining the Lived Experiences of Caregivers Learning a Home Program from a Pediatric Occupational Therapist”
Major Professor: Barbara Daley

Michael Terrence Flanagan
“The Effects of a One-to-One iPad Initiative: A Case Study”
Major Professor: Carol Colbeck

*Nicole Linsey Jones
“Difference Makers: A Multi-Case Study of the Conditions under which Superintendents Build Equitable Learning Environments to Support Black Students”
Major Professor: Barbara Bales
Ayman Abdelraouf Khatib  
“Arab Americans’ Perceptions of Police Post 9/11 in Metropolitan Milwaukee”  
Major Professor: Larry G Martin

Khuloud Labanieh  
“Heritage Language Learners of Arabic in Islamic Schools: Challenges to Attaining Language Proficiency”  
Major Professor: Jennifer J Mueller

Katherine L Liesener  
“Cultural Competence Education in Undergraduate Athletic Training Programs”  
Major Professor: Larry G Martin & Barbara Daley

Katherine A Lindner  
“Formative Assessment and Reading Workshop: A Workable Partnership?”  
Major Professor: Jennifer J Mueller

Monique Liston  
“Developing a Dignity-based Tool for Boys and Men of Color”  
Major Professor: Rajeswari Swaminathan

Patrick Michael Parise  
“A Case Study of University Change”  
Major Professor: Alfonzo Thurman

Thor Antonio Stolen  
“Understanding how Students with Learning Disabilities from an Urban Environment Experience Nature-based Informal Learning”  
Major Professor: Elizabeth R Drame

Amber Tucker  
“Talkin’ Back and Shifting Black: Black Motherhood, Identity Development and Doctoral Study”  
Major Professor: Susana M Muñoz

URBAN STUDIES

Steven Krull  
“School Selection Patterns through the Lenses of Rational Choice Theory and Behavioral Economics Theory”  
Major Professor: William Velez

Joshua J Lang  
“The Role of Place in the Caregiving Experience: Caregiver Burden, Depression, Care Receiver Institutionalization and Residential Location”  
Major Professor: Michael Brondino

*Ashkan Rezvani-Naraghi  
“From the Communal to the Public, from the Mosques to the Streets: The Formation and Transformation of the Public Sphere and Political Public Spaces in Tehran”  
Major Professor: Jennifer Jordan

MULTIDISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE-DIRECTED DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Giordana Poggioli-Kaftan  
“Sicilian Intellectual and Cultural Resistance to Piedmont’s Appropriation (1860-1920)”  
Major Professor: Gregory S Jay

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

*Indicates August 2016 Graduate

Karen Lynn Chrstitensen  
*Kathryn S Cummings

Danielle Johnson  
Jennifer Junghen  
Rhodora Carreon Khan  
Luverda C Martin  
*Tia Calvin Medley  
*Melissa Sue Milne  
Ruth Sohns  
Hideyo Tsumura  
*Mai Xiong Vang
COORDINATED MASTER’S DEGREE PROGRAMS

ANTHROPOLOGY/ LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Science and Master of Library and Information Science
Kaitlin Ann Beer
Shukrani Kiesha Gray

ARCHITECTURE/ URBAN PLANNING
Master of Architecture and Master of Urban Planning
Mitchell Vance Pignotti

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/ MANAGEMENT
Master of Business Administration and Master of Science
Christopher Verink

ENGINEERING/ URBAN PLANNING
Master of Science and Master of Urban Planning
Elizabeth Jean Saunderson

LANGUAGE, LITERATURE & TRANSLATION/ LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Arts and Master of Library and Information Science
Katie Ellen Kothenbeutel

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE/MUSIC
Master of Library and Information Science and Master of Music
Zoua Sylvia Yang

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION/ URBAN PLANNING
Master of Public Administration and Master of Urban Planning
Jose Fernando Moreno

MASTER’S DEGREES

ADMINISTRATIVE LEADERSHIP
Master of Science
Jose Angel Contreras
Katherine Duncan
Justin Daniel Flasch
Stephanie Frias
Shirley Anne Garcia-Rakauskas
Elizabeth A. Golomski
Deona Ellen Grady
Garland Herbert Green Jr
Sarah Halverson
Ian Thomas Hoefl

ANGELA BEATRIZ KELBER
BRANDON EDWARD KRAUSE
MILENA KRSTIC
ERIN ELAINE LAVERY
KIANA MICHELE McALISTER
DANIEL GILBERT MEISER
CHRISTIN NADRATOWSKI
KOLEN NESHEIM
FRANCISCO JAVIER PAREDONES
NADIA ILENE POPE
MEGAN CHRISTINE PRUDOM
KEVIN LEE ROSENHAL
ROBERT CALVIN ROSELLOT
SARAH FRANCES SINSKY
AMANDA LYNNE SMITH
VINCENT LOUIS TRIPTI III
KRISTINA MIKHAYLOVNA WENDRICKS
MEGHAN MARIE WHITE
JENIKA QUINNETTE WILLIAMS

ANTHROPOLOGY
Master of Science
Traci Nicole Billings
Havah Ilana Cohn-Mitchell
Sean Ryan Draxler
Tara Ann Gallagher
Auriana Iris Gilliland-Lloyd
Yang Liu
Jacqueline Marie Pozza
Cheri Lynn Price
Erica Frances Rodenbeck
Amanda Marie Roller
Sara Teresa Romond
Mary C. Sorrenti
ARCHITECTURE
Master of Architecture

Michael Corey Blaeser
Christopher William Doerner
Anna Dale Doran
Zach Kern
Haoyan Liu
Ivan Mihajlovic
Sean Mroczkowski
Jordan William Nelson
Jordyn Carol Louise Northrop
Hyrom Leon-Quartiez Stokes
Gerri Lily Witthuhn
Yangtian Yin

ART HISTORY
Master of Arts

Pamela Caserta Hugdahl
Kara Noel Hendrickson
Nora Jimenez

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Master of Science

Peter Andrew Feuk
Rachel Marie Kinzelman
John Lucas
Melissa Lee Whyte

BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
Master of Science

Hannah Jane Therese Fisher

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Master of Business Administration

David P. Anderson
Justin Barber
Molly Ann Barndt
Dylan James Bialas
Magdalena Bienias
Brian Sean Broderick
Robert Earl Campbell
Mary Jo Capodice
Pawan Chahal
Gurleen Kaur Cheema
Taylor Clements
Brendan Dower
Ryan Joseph Dworak
Cassandra Ann Eschenbach
James Froschmayer
Lauren Amanda Graber
David Maximilian Graef
Alec Hansen
Riley William Harper
Lenus James Hoisington
Cory Robert Hundt
Tyler Gregory Hurd
Patrick Jackson
Putri Arum Jati
Frank J. Jones Jr
Johannes Knittel
Ryan Andrew Krombach
Joanna Mamayek
Sebastian Mess
Joseph Montemurro
Daniel Adam Pawlowski
Kyle Puckhaber
Alexa Lee Pulido
Timber Ariel Ritter
Kaelb T. Shiferaw
Thomas Guy Simeone Jr
Kimberly Lois Slattery
Evan Dix Whitcomb

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Executive MBA
Master of Business Administration

Chad Michael Boeckman
Mitchell Craig Braverman
Saquanna Dawn Carrillo
Matthew Mark Davis
Philip G. Deeken
Laxmi Vara Prasad Duvvuri
Elizabeth Mary Fryda
Camden Tisdale Harrison
Nathaniel Jingst
Andrew James Lochowicz
Stephen Marsh
Ryan Patrick McMullin
Gopi Prasad Mudragada
Karen Jametta Nelson
Delon R. Powell
Elizabeth Stueck-Mullane

CHEMISTRY
Master of Science

Surajudeen Omolabake

COMMUNICATION SCIENCES & DISORDERS
Master of Science

Christina Carlson
Molly Rae Coyne
Carmen Ann Daniels
Katherine Elaine Dumas
Abigail Lynn Freund
Lindsey Beth Hamann
Kylie Elisabeth Herdrich
Emily Anne Lindeman
Melissa McDonald
Mallory Elizabeth Mentink
Amy Elizabeth Muzynoski
Hannah Kay Nesvold
Megan O’Callaghan
Jeannie Rae Parker
Heather D. Salvo
Alyssa Nicole Stecker
Molly Olivia Weber
Joanna Carol Zwerlein

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Master of Science

Ahmed Hassan Almuhayshi
Arwa Mohammed Alsubhi
Asmamaw E. Altaseb
Elizabeth Andrews
Jose Antony
Zhuoran Hao
Anterpreet Kaur
Smita Kengabharammappanawar
Akshay Khanna
Sindhu Konakanchi
Fei Peng
Matthew Allen Quandahl
Luis Fernando Quintero
Elham Sagheb Hossein Pour
Bindu Sangapu
Christopher John Wean
Nan Yang
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
*Master of Science*

Danielle Nicole Patera
Signe Rae Porter

CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS
COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
& EDUCATION
*Master of Science*

Bridney Chardle Chappel

CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS
OF EDUCATION
*Master of Science*

Kerry Bergin
Erin Elizabeth Coogan
Eric Dewayne Jefferson
Nicole Lynn Peterson
Danyell Jessica Rodgers

CURRICULUM &
INSTRUCTION
*Master of Science*

Nadrah Mohammad R. Alrudayni
Sarah Anne Campbell
Amy Elizabeth Casey
Allison Corby
Cynthia Lorena Gonzalez
Kenneth Griffin Jr
Nicole Marie Hawkins
Michelle Layman
Rebecca Pachuta Maag
Katrina Marie Madden
Patrick John Porwoll
Hayley Katherine Rice
Andrew William Richter
Mary Elizabeth Rogers
Courtney Nicole Schwaab
Katy Lynn Shea
Cara Ann Slingerland
Rochelle Marie Sodemann
April Nicole Stracener
Joseph Timm
Katie Lynn Waller

ECONOMICS
*Master of Arts*

Xiaowei Jiang
Elina Moghani
Siriwatti Mohottige Muditha Has-thila Nanayakkara
Sepideh Saeedi
Zhongkun Wang

EDUCATIONAL
PSYCHOLOGY
*Master of Science*

Christian Alan Avery
Stephanie M. Calawerts
Caroline Calewerts
Rovahna Raquel Carter
Kai Tai Chan
Hailey Deluca
Michelle Di Paolo
Christopher Thomas Dorr
Jesica Lynn Fahser
Matthew Scott Ferry
Amanda Kay Gehrmann
Erin Rae Goldenstein
Hannah Renee Grinke
Sara Beth Grossbier
Caitlin Leigh Hackett
Amanda Rian Hanrahan
Michelle Rose Jackson
Eric Robert Kaffan
John Karlak
Chelsea Ann Kieler
Kimberly Ann Kopp
Taylor Lindl
Andrew Steven Miller
Viviana Nunez
Jenessa Carole Patterson
Rachel Margaret Raczynski
Natalie Marie Ramirez
Tanisha Shana Schowalter
Chelsay Lea Showers
Abby Theiler
Carly Marie Tolkacz
Alexander Curtis Yundt

ENGINEERING
*Master of Science*

Aiham Alskif
Ayetullah Bahadir Biten
Christopher Alex Bruzas
Yuzhe Cao
Guanchu Chen
Po-Hsun Chen
Xi Chen
Sean C. Cunningham
Vincent Joseph Difrances
Tianyao Ding
Joshua James Dixon
Paul William Eserkaln
Zachary John Fleischmann
Saeed Golbad
Tasha Graciano
Qianqian Jiao
Mustafa Arshad Khan
Daniel Robert Komorowski
Arun Kumar Koralagundi Matt
Siva Sairam Koralapu
Brent Raymond Kiha
Kara Kunz
Jinduo Li
Yinxi Lin
Mahsa Mardikoraem
Brian Daniel Mitchell
Hasan Md Moonam
Robert Joseph Morien Jr
Joseph Michael Pliner
Elmer Alexander Prenzlow
Malika Maisha Rahman
Prasanna Rajbhandari
Herman Reynolds
Justin Saboury
Mark Schlieder
Ryan Seidler
Ormina G. Shamoun
Vikas Singh
Shvetashva Suri
Yichao Tang
Gayatri Kiranmai Vanapalli
Yunrui Wang
Dustin James Wenninger
Maria Carroll Wiener
Ruosong Xiao
Peng Yang
Ruijing Yang
Bo Yuan
Yuanchun Zha
ENGLISH
Master of Arts
Ibtisam Mohammad Abujad
Daniel Carver
Kelly Ann Cooper
Andrew Freeburg
Natalie E. Goodman
Hal Hinderliter
Benjamin Southwick Johnson
Gillian Lester-George de-Montesinos
Jenna Ruth Roeske

EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATION
Master of Science
Shanay Monique Anderson
Amanda Buchenauer
Jennifer Lee Doss
Heather Ann Hansen
Sarah Kathleen Jansky
Mazie Ann Kading
Heather Ann Komorowski
Brook Erin Wendorf
Lori J. Zeller

FRESHWATER SCIENCES & TECHNOLOGY
Master of Science
Margaret Rose Armstrong
Stephen Cameron Binter
Antonio Leandro Garcia
Christopher Michael Groff
Nicklaus James Neureuther
Dylan S. Olson
Timothy Michael Schierenbeck
Patrick John Siwula
Tarek Ahmed Teber
Maureen Anne Thompson

GEOSCIENCES
Master of Science
Devin Michelle Gerzich
Levi Darvin Moxness
Kenneth William Oanes
Kurtis Jon Quamme

HEALTH CARE INFORMATICS
Master of Science
Adel M. Almutairi
Zeanab Hassan M Bassi
Anupama Bhide
Terrence Eugene Kisting
Marcin Kubit
Pooja Menaria
Shweta Singh
Paola Sterjo
Abigail Ann Volk

HISTORY
Master of Arts
Danielle C. Schneeberg

HUMAN RESOURCES & LABOR RELATIONS
Master of Human Resources & Labor Relations
Benjamin Adashek
Mary Margaret Greifenkamp
Emily Kodet
Gretech Leigh Matthies
Sarah Marie Sanger
Shruti Singh
Emily Rae Steger

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
Master of Science
Liqian Bao
Priyanka Bist Bora
Nithila Damodaran
Mugdha C. Dharmadhikari
Sumedha Pathak
Shipra Prakash
Yujing Wang

KINESIOLOGY
Master of Science
Daniel Nelson Poel

LANGUAGE, LITERATURE & TRANSLATION
Master of Arts
Catherine E. Breckenridge
Ana Maria Melgarejo
Abigail Varela

LIBERAL STUDIES
Master of Liberal Studies
John Luton
Jonathan Mahr

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Library and Information Science
Michelle Floene Allmond
Amber Marie Alward
Heidi R. Anoszko
Megan Marie Ballengee
Travis Baptist
Yuh-Fen Benda
Christine M. Boersma
Lisa Kay Boyd
Stephanie Kirsten Ruth Brandwein
Eli Joseph Brauner
Sarah Lynn Britto
David Cario
Jennifer Chiment
Matthew Davis
Amy Alicia Dittmeier
Desiree D. Eremondi
Iniabasi Shari Farr
Jessica Faulkner
Tessa Frances Fox
Dana Lynn Franco
Demetrio Francois Jr
Camrin Rose Freimuth
Jessica M. Fries
Michele Renee Gagner
John Michael Ganey
Brett James Garabedian
Susan M. Garlisch
Geniene Geffke

GENE AWARDS
Bethany Joy Goodwin
Connor Lee Graham
Cynthia Ann Hamann
Tsuyoshi Harada
Rebecca Elisha Hare
Myung Hee Kim
Luke Kirkland
Susan Kline
Jacqueline Marie Kohn
Jessica Nicole Kuderer
Lauren Lindell LaPlant
Julia Nichole Lee
Jessica A. Leitheiser
Xiaohong Li
Desmond London Sr
Sharon R. Long
Ann Marie Mattonen
Stephen McGinnis
Deborah Singers Menzel
Carol Munroe
Rachael Marie Murphy
Breanna Neubauer
Cody Noble
Ann Renee Oldenburg
Maramanee Olson
Cathy Ann Panesar
Ramona Leah Porras
Dana Pryor
Amanda Richio
Carley Rose Rymkus
Eunice Jane Schlichting
Nicole Marie Schmiesing
Melody Joy Schuetz
Amber Mae Shemanski
Nicholas Gifford Stella
Justin James Stevenson
Trenton Taft Streck-Havill
Amanda Sweet
Laura Tapper
Lori Kay Teipel
Christina Lynn Theobald
Amanda Rose Thomas
Meredith A. Tummeti
Whitney Andrew Tuthill-Peus
Victoria Vaccaro Waldron
Joshua E. West
Molly Jean Whiteside
Jennifer Ann Wright
Jason William Ziebell
Todd Wesley Zweifel

**MANAGEMENT**
*Master of Science*

Patricia Kathleen Abshire
Muhammad Bilal Ayub
Ryan Joseph Bader
Yun Bai
Robert Thomas Berndt
Kathy Marie Blaszczyk
Kristin Elizabeth Brooks
Courtney Renee Buckhnan
Aaron Michael Charapata
Dawn Cimperman
Terrance Jack Cole
Jake Coury
Nicholas James Cutting
Ingrid Noumowe Deukoue
Hajar Draoui
Sinisa Drazic
Gina Marie Fitzgerald
Andrew Morgan Frankwick
Ellen Claire French
Jacob William Frey
Swati Garg
Kristen Marie Glatzel
Nicole Danielle Green
Kristin Gross
Matt Robert Gruber
Timothy Stephen Hall
Rania Camille Hawi
Dilan Ivor Herath
Jason Paul Hockers
John William Holman
Nan Huang
Bryan Johnsen
David M. Jones
Amy Katelynn Kauffung
Timothy Robert Kilas
Kristyn Ann Klind
Morgan Lu LaPlant
Kevin James Leon
Kristy Leutermann
Sarah Magdalene Lonnee
Joseph Makumbi
Elizabeth Julia Michalkiewicz
Joseph Muente
Aaron Laurence Nelson
Kristin Marie Olle
Dorian Kyle O’Lochlayne
Kate Pflaumer
Megan Marie Pinter
Jacob Mitchell Power
Pavitra Shivananda Prabhu
Elizabeth Marie Radmanovic
Michael Salamonski
Andrew Christopher Schall
Riley Schoonoover
Michael Christopher Sigl
Eric Alexander Sundquist
Ciera Camille Sutton
Ahmed Ali Tarbishi
Elizabeth Lee Tryon
Thomas Vaughan
Hanna Maria Veiga
Nicholas Westgate
Trevor Lee Witkowiak
Brittany Wolters
Aaron James Wuebben
Kaleigh Elizabeth Wurster
Ke Xiao
Kham Boon Xiong
Jessica Lynn Zink

**MATHEMATICS**
*Master of Science*

Kaitlyn Nicole Heinlein
Shenypan Pan
Andrew Joseph Szatkowski

**MEDIA STUDIES**
*Master of Arts*

Geraud Anthony Blanks
Sion Choudhury
Steven Michael Cuff
Roger C. Draeger
Justin Albert Engelbart
Samantha J Kaufman
Rachel J. Kinnard
Margaret Rose Kohlmann
Daniel Martin Murphy
Ryan Charles Sugden
Courtney Vanderveen Mich
MUSIC

Master of Music

Isabel R. Arenivar
Shawna Christine Greunke
Samuel Hines
Jetro J. Merilainen
Minh Nguyen
Jone Alan Ruiz Sr
Tasha Sophia Twesme
Xiyao Zhao

NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP

Master of Science

Cherisse Le Jeune

NURSING

Master of Science

Benjamin Michael Bumby
Tamara Megan Schultz

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

Master of Science

Stephanie Anderson
Erica Lisa Bergstrom
Ellen Block
Maggie Carruth
Emily Ann Collien
Jessica Marie DeGroot
Hilary Jean Domke
Janelle Marie Endres
Morgan E. Farrell
Rebecca Sarah Flath
Patrick Frigge
Amanda Christine Gilling
Jocelyn Ann Gillum
Carly R. Golden
Alyssa Rose Guard
Kurt Nathan Hemmingsen
Brittany Innes
Danny Johns
Kathryn Heather Klaussegger
Kathryn Elizabeth Koch
Michelle Rose Konz
Michelle Joy Lange
Natalie Lauren Machado
Jaclyn Elizabeth Mack
Natalie Jean Mast
Rebecca McGuire
Makenzie Jo Miller
Bethany Michelle Miota
Stephanie Lyn Moore
Asrar Musaitif
Melissa Jane Mutch
Patrick Neish
Katherine M. Oconnor
Hanna Rae Paul
Amber Rae Peplinski
Ashley Marisa Rickert
Megan Ann Schreiber
Rachel Rochelle Schroeder
Christopher Jay Shickles
Leah Patricia Shoen
Rebecca Lynn Van Beusekom
Aubrey Rose Wanta
Karlan Alexandre Welstead
Michelle Wenzel
Rayme Leigh White

PERFORMING ARTS

Master of Fine Arts

Ephrat Pessia Asherie
Katherine Eliza Call
Brett Michael Cox
Davalois Victoria Fearon
Paula Gil Higa
N’seeka MacPherson
Miguel Angel Pena
Takahiro Suzuki

PHILOSOPHY

Master of Arts

Dana Elizabeth Grabelsky
Zahra Meyboti
Sara Nicole Pope
Waylon Jennings Smith

PHYSICS

Master of Science

Joseph Michael Durbak

PSYCHOLOGY

Master of Science

Kenneth Peter Bennett
Gregory S. Berlin
Vanessa Lynn Ehlers
Jacob James Michael Kay
Morgan Elizabeth Stevenson
Phillip Michael Stutzman
Sheilie L. Sullivan
Hanna Yousuf

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Master of Public Administration

Daniel Patrick Jensen
Alex Joseph Klosterman
Todd Thomas Willis
Jean Marie Wolfgang
Jingwen Zhang

PUBLIC HEALTH

Master of Public Health

Elise Marie Mosley-Johnson
Jennifer R. Murray
Ivan Thayer Nyberg
Todd Garrett Pieper
Justin Matthew Rivas
Warren Anthony Scherer
Kathryn Ann Staats

SOCIAL WORK

Master of Social Work

Ashley Ann Altreuter
Caroline Grace Bauknecht
Angela Becker
Nathan Davis Berman
Marla Cathrine Binder
Cecilia Carmen Blancas
Julie Bremer
Samantha Brock
Patricia Anne Bronk
Allyson Marie Brunner
Rosemary Ellen Brunner
Tunisian Shamir Burks
Chartia Lakeya Byrdson-Flowers
Timesha L. Caldwell
Kassi Denise Carlsen
Sarah Charneski  
Leah A. Chase  
Amanda Christianson  
Jessica Leigh Corstvet  
Tya Crosse  
Andrea Adele Delwiche  
Courtney Mae Dering  
Kanesha Latrice Durr  
Melissa Edwards  
Christine Ehrlich  
Trisha Nicole Erpelding  
Angela Megan Fairbank  
Cori Jo Fendt  
Lilia C. Figueroa  
Sierra Elizabeth Janine Flury  
Jessica Liane Gardner  
Jessica A. Glab  
Lani Elizabeth Grogan  
Nicole Lynn Haschke  
Samantha Hastings  
Victoria Marie Hay  
Michelle Louise Heintze  
Sara Kay Helminger  
Olivia Lynn Hernandez  
Lynsey Patricia Idle  
Ressie Lynn Jackson  
Sarah Marie Jaeck  
Taneisha T. James  
Briana Nicole Charlton Johnson  
Mariah Ann Johnson  
Jessica Kegel  
Hannah Rae Keil  
Allyssa Marie Kiel  
Alexis Leigh Kniprath  
Amber Lee Koenemann  
Kaitlin Jayne Koepke  
Abigail Elizabeth Lading  
Kee Lee  
Christopher James Leonhardt  
Brittni Rose Liebhauser  
Africa Marquitia Lucas  
Angela Elizabeth Maldonado  
Edward John Maletic  
Madeline Lee McAteer  
Teresa Rose McCabe  
Elizabeth Alicia McDaris  
Heather Nicole Mikkelson  
Brittany Miller  
Clarence William Montgomery III  
Taylee Amber Murray  
Fawn I. Nagel  
Alissa Ann Nicolaison  
Valerie A Nyman  
Angel Gadiel Ortega-Valentin  
Jessica Lynn Otteson  
Caitlin Renee Overton  
Scott Michael Padjen  
Bailey Noel Padron  
Danielle Leigh Pelot  
Sarah Elizabeth Peterson  
Brittany M. Powell  
Meghan Chandler Presing  
Amber Lynn Prokopiak  
Sterling William Prophet  
Simon John Rabas  
Emma Kathryn Reader  
Melissa Marie Rivera  
Deborah Lynn Robinson  
Kayla Jo Ruppert-Sommerfeld  
Kassandra Joy Scott  
Amanda Jo Sherman  
Andrew Mottram Louis Silverman  
Megan Laone Sixel  
Sheena Marie Slade-Walker  
Renee Spielbauer  
Victoria Faye Stoffer  
Tanya Tilot  
John Edwin Troast  
Melainie Ray Tuggle  
Heather Marie Vilbrandt  
Hannah Elizabeth Von Behren  
Andrew W. Waara  
Monika Alice Walbergh  
Nancy L. Waldron-Brook  
Robyn Suzanne Wallin  
James Ward  
Chelsea Wasielewski  
Nicole Marie Wells  
Jon Ross Wittlieff  
Brittany Wolff  

SPANISH  
Master of Arts  
Leticia De La Paz De Dios  
Ellen D. Poeschel  

SUSTAINABLE PEACEBUILDING  
Master of Sustainable Peacebuilding  
Darius Carr  
Kayla Christopherson  
Sam Dorias  
Bridgette Katherine Flores  
Caitlin Mae Haberman  
Bradley Jamison  
Sol Thea Kelley-Jones  
Hannah Elizabeth Kiger  
Cassandra Kay Krueger  
Nimisha Pandey  
Rebecca Lynn Richeson  
Jennifer Marie Schellman  
Dylan Robert Weigel  
Kacie Michelle Wright  

URBAN PLANNING  
Master of Urban Planning  
Dongni Zhang  

URBAN STUDIES  
Master of Science  
Heather Louise Angelinetta  
Joshua James Papia  

WOMEN’S & GENDER STUDIES  
Master of Arts  
Mary Lynne Donohue  

SOCIOMETRY  
Master of Arts  
Emily Joo Dorshorst  
Gregory Arthur Goldman  
Kaylin Rene James  
Derek Patrick Post
EDUCATION SPECIALIST

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Marija Gajdardziska-Josifovska
Dean of the Graduate School

EDUCATION SPECIALIST DEGREE IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY

Mary Beth O’Brien
BACHELOR'S DEGREES

PECK SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
Dean Scott Emmons

Mott Christopher Abrams
Jacob Samuel Alba
Mike Kenneth Baker
Charles Kevin Barrie
Nathan Benz*
Emmy Elizabeth Berning
Jake V. Bissen*
Daniel David Black
Lauren Christine Braier
Bonnie Ann Chandek*
Hilary Lynn Clark*
John Connor Coakley
Kaspar Orson Copper
Clare Elizabeth Czechowicz
Preston Kim Dailey
Tyler Paul Danhaus*
Kathryn Sinclair DeZellar*
Anne Ruth Disch
Sarah Elizabeth Draper
Rene Shira Edelstein
David Micheal Epp
Lisa J. Fadden*
Anwar Nafis Floyd-Pruitt*
Shauna B. Fowler
Connor Patrick Gosa
Ronnie Graham*
Carrie Kathlyn Gratton*
Alycia Marie Griesi*
Christopher Mark Hahn*
Erika Daria Halloway
Ali Haydary
Erich Charles Hazen
Jennifer Mary Higgins*
Katie Randall Hobday
Hope Lyn Holubowicz
Matt Hourigan
Andrew William Howard
Megan Rose Kelsner
Jennifer M. Kennedy*
Stephanie Nicolette Kimble
Erika Renee Kirkstein-Zastrow
Damien Jacob Klaven
Christine Marie Knops
Haley Min Young Kreofsky
Cynthia Lynn LaScelle
Katrina Ann Lindemann
Fangyu Liu
Samantha Viola Lonergan
Myranda Judith Lope
Sandy Christine Manikowski*
Bridget Nicole Mata
Grace Elizabeth Mitchell
Dylan John Neinas
Lila Rose Newville
Sophia Marie Nord*
Tessa Ann Norman
Louisa Lynn Ochieng
Ellis Richter O'Connell
Sanne Louise Overgaard
Shufan Pan
Lucas Andre Pastrana
Michael S. Pendzick
Brittney Jean Plizka*
Maksym Prykhodko*
Allison Ann Reed
Andrew Lynell Ricks*
Gregory Thomas Rosenthal
Jessica Ann Ruppel*
Jacob Jackson Salzer
Adam V. Santiago
Kevin Schraa
Mary Margaret Seer*
Benjamin Joseph Sheetz*
Kaho Sonohara
Ashley L. Steinberg
John Bernard Suda
Eren Charles Tanyeri
Xai Thao
Adam Lee Theune
Brian Matthew Tuel*
Indalecio de Jesus Valentín
Erik Emily Valusek
Matisse Fletcher van Rossom*
Isaac Daniel Wallander*
Jaclyn Caroline Willis*
Nicholas Jordan Wise
Lee Xiong
Mee Yang

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & URBAN PLANNING
Dean Robert Greenstreet
Bachelor of Science

Bridgette Jennifer Binczac
Tayler Michelle Bybee*
Amelia M. Callan
Jessica Ruth Christensen
Joseph K. Creer
Ralph Emmanuel Dabu
James Michael Davenport
Nathan R. Derks*
Kelsey Rose Dettmann*
Sarah Jean Grieve
Drew Allyn Huberty
Eduardo Juarez
Jacob Logan Kleveland*
Elizabeth Kathryn Lange*
Anna Elizabeth Mani
Eydy Grey Martinez
Patrick Michael McInerney
Reuben James Rieder
Coltyn James Sprinkman
Jonathan James Starosta
Di Tang
Minh Hoang Tran*
Alanna Jean Van Handel*
Lander Yang
Wei Ye
Jiajun Yin*
Chara Linda Yu*
Zachary Thomas Ziemba
Robert Joseph Zupancic

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

SHELDON B. LUBAR
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Dean Kanti Prasad
Bachelor of Business Administration

Habeeb Ziyad Abdallah
Abdulrahman Abdullah Abusharifa
Rihanna Adam Adams
Julius Lamar Addison
Kelly Marie Adelsen
Wajija Akbar
Hussam Rashed Almarray
Abdulkarim AlNamlah
Mohammed Maher B Alotaibi
Bandar Alqahtani*
Marwan Hussain M Alqahtani
Naif Abdullah Alsheh
Batol W H A E Alsaffar
Saud Turki Al Saud
Turki Alshammari
Nawaf Abdulmalik Alsuwailem
Stephen Shane Alvarado*
Sulaiman Abdulaziz M Alwashmi
Amy Anderson
Nathan Richard Anton
Logan Thomas Armstrong
Odeh Khalil Audi
Alexis Ann Averbeck*
Chelsea A. Baas
Aleksandar Babic*
Molly Kate Banks
Andrew Nolan Barnes
Samuel Efrain Barreto Villanueva
Thomas Joel Beck
Angela Rae Belter
Brandon Bezue
Katrina Lynn Blei
Jacob Scott Block
Jared R. Block
Elizabeth Danielle Blue
Anthony Barnett Bost
Katie Marie Bowman*
Hector Anthony Brodie
Nathaniel Holmes Brown
Michael Robert Bruno
Haley R. Bunker
Alexa Julia Carney
Dominic Cavalco
Lee Cha
Yer Cha
Sofia Marie Chiappetti
Younghyun Choi
Rachel Christiansen
Sharon Rose Cichon
Charles Anthony Clark
Sarita Patrick Coe
Christopher Paul Cohen
Klevis Colladej
Harry Andrew Collis
Laquan Travon Conner
Jack Connex
Nicholas Joseph Coopmans
Kaitlyn Marie Crawford
Jessica Marie Cruz
Mohammed Akram Dakwar
Kurt Khanh Hung Dang
Alexandra Marie Darr
Michael Anthony DeMartino
Kaleigh Dempsey
Jessica Lynn Dickson
Dion Robert Diedrick
Elizabeth Sali Dietzler
April Michelle Dix
Cody James Dobberstein*
Morgan Patricia Dolan
Steven Thomas Doll
Xuan Du
Jillian Nicole Durfey
Kaitlyn Jennifer Eicher
Maria Ertmer
Falah Essani*
Grace Jean Evans*
Angelina Renee Ferrara
Steven Matthew Flaig*
Thomas J. Follensbee
Benjamin Franco
Sarah Franklin
Katherine Claire Fritz*
Shane Thomas Fulton
Leah Siegel Gardenier
Joseph Daniel Gargulak
Samuel John Gargulak
Emeli-Mari Gaston-Friedl
Xuejing George*
Jasmine Khaled Ghaly
Morgan David Giles
Elizabeth Maria Gonnering
Jacqueline Rochelle Goodman
Matthew D. Gorski
Bradley Dyon Grant
Anjelika Robertovna Grigoryans
William Clyde Guenthner
Timothy Joseph Hagerty
Alexander D. Hahn
Dakota Ray Hall
Samantha Lynn Hall
Jake C. Hanson
Nicholas Dee Harlan
Joseph Alan Hauser
Dana Heitman
Trevor John Henneberry
Miranda Sue Henning*
Victor de Jesus Hernandez
Jeffrey Daniel Heron
Aaron Wesley Hershberger*
Margaret Elizabeth Herzfeld
Gregory Daniel Hohl
Cameron Patrick Houghton
Rachel Noelle Huff
Cody Allen Jaacks
Daniel Ryan Jamieson
Matthew R. Jansen
Samantha Lynn Jaskie
Mckenzie L. Jellis
Jacob Daniel Johnson
Zachary Jordan Johnson
Kevin Robert Karlson
Michael Robert Kascht
Kendall James Keith
Joseph Daniel Kennedy
Saad Ul-Haq Khan
Min Kim*
Ryan Tze Ming Kim*
Jay Robert Kinzel
Ryan Michael Kirt
Ryan Donald Kiser
Daniel John Klug
Wyatt Knapstein
Julie V. Knipfer
Kristin Noel Kowaleski
Alex Kozicki
Andrew Daniel Krachtt
David Michael Krachtt
Abigail Louise Lacey

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Stephanie Rose Lange*
David Edward Vincent Laub
Simon Sepp Laulederkind
Quan Hong Le*
Alyssa Christina Lee*
Kang Lee
Mai Pa Lee
Woon Sung Lee*
Carlton Ramon Leroy
Michael Andrew Lewis
Chengxu Li
Jordan Mae Llanas
Aleah Morgan Loch
Robert Edward Long
Mailee Lor
Moua Lor
Jacob Leif Lundquist
Kevin Creighton Macdonald
Mahira Mahmood*
Christopher Malinger*
Steven Cody March
Chad Austin Mathwig*
Ashley McGrath
Anastasia V. Medvedev
Magdalena Miller*
Benjamin Patrick Monroe
Jersey Tyler Morrison
Ryan Steven Namowicz*
Peter Clark Nelson
David Allyn Nickel
Grant M. Noltner
Jagear Coby Novak-Isackson
Lilly Elizabeth O’Brien
Aaron J. Odonahue
Yetunde Aminat Oduusanya
Daniel Joseph Olson
Aaron Paul Parks
Arth Patel
Krishna Patel
Parth Jagdish Patel
Mollie Ann Pester*
Amy Faye Peterson*
Katarina Petrovic*
Andrew Brian Pflugradt
Qiaoke Pi*
Alex Timothy Pier
Kendra E Pilon
Olivia Lorin Prahl
Thomas A. Reiter
Elora Megan Isabella Reynolds
Lauren Bibiana Rivera*
Esteban De Jesus Rodriguez
Dylan Barrington Rogers*
Ari Micah Rosengarten*
Saira Bano Muhammad Roy
Frances Katherine Ruhl*
Hanna Marie Running
Nimesh Pravin Ruparel
Matthew Kyle Ripple
Iman Abdelmonem Salah*
Razana Ruhool Saleem
Antonino Salvatore Sanicola
Eric Santiago Lopez
Michael Joel Schanning
Kim Schechter*
Justin James Schmidt
Seth Thomas Schmidt
Russell John Schultz
Adam Joseph Schwalbach
Alexandria Loraine Sellers
Jacob Terrance Semrow
Daniel J. Shores
Gurcharan Singh*
Matthew Thomas Snell*
Brett Steven Springer*
Norbert Michael Stasik*
Dominika Steinova
Joshua Eric Stirling
Samuel Joseph Stremlow*
Matthew Lee Stubing
Brett Thomas Sullivan
Devin Theodore Sura
Emane Johnnessa Taylor
Anthony Robert Tenaglia
Nick Thao
Pang Nhia Thao*
Elizabeth Xanna Thompson
Ryan O’Neil Thompson
Alesandra Topolovac
Ivelis Torres
Travis Roy Treadwell
Jerry Vang
John Vang
Nu Cheng W Vang
David Vlaj*
Lucas Richard Volpe
Joseph Mark Wegner*
Yifan Wei*
Jennifer Marie Werner*
Andrea J. White
Dominic Terrance Wilder
Taylor Rachel Willems*
Jamila S. Wilson
Kaitlyn Nicole Wilson
Sheila Marie Wilson*
Leah Marie Winckler
Blake Charles Wiskirchen
Rachel Wisniewski
Rebecca Paige Woi*
Joseph Wolski
Di Wu
Nancy Yang
Pahoua Yang
Seng Yang
Dexter William Zalec
Drew David Zanskas
Mei Zhang*
Thomas John Zignego
Siyu Zong
Joseph Jared Zuba

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Dean Alan Shoho
Bachelor of Science

Kelsey Ann Abbas*
Lena-Rose Mohammad Abu-Saif
Taylor Lyn Ansay*
Marina Monique Banks
Samantha Grace Bartelt
Andrea Faith Binversie
Kaelie Delaine Blaeske
Carrie Delores Bowie
Mengyu Chen
Dontrae Davon Coffee
Jennifer L. Colson*
Monique Nicole Davis
Quinn Maxwell Dombrowski*
Sarah Marie Ehnert
Andrew Charles Ellis
Ashley C. Frye
Jacquelyn Garratt
Rebecca Joan Garrison
Hannah Marie Gast

*Awarded Commencement Honors
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Alexis Rae Godden
Katelyn Gross
Christian Guerrero*
Osceria Hayes
Broanna Colleen Heeley
Natalie Ann Huber*
Valerie Mae Huls
Amanda Margaret Susanne-Jensen*
Harper Lee Johansen
Alyssa Marion Jones*
Erin Marie Kerwin
Kelly Paula Kumba
Carly Christine Larson*
Andrea Lauren Lingle*
Alyssa Rae Mantekas
Emily Marie Martinez
Stephanie Marie Matheus*
Brittany Ann Mikula
Corrie Lynn Mitchell
Ariana Vasiliki Nicholas*
Brittney Regina Nowell
Jacob Oberbruner
Amanda Leigh Olejniczak
Aleesa Faith Panoch
Natasha L. Peschke
Brigitte Nicole Potter*
Johannah Jean Rice*
Samantha Margaret Ring*
Christina Antoinette Schneider
Ian Michael Scott
Danielle Christine Seeger*
Hannah Marisa Slotten
Theadora Kathrine Soder
Alyssa Mariah Spingola*
Genevieve Margaret Sprung*
Chelsea Marie Tabat
Nicholas Mark Tabat
Katie Nichole Thompson*
Kayla Nicole Thurston
Chi Yang*
Sara Rae Villarreal
Tina Marie Way*
Rebekah Marie Weidenbach
Anna Lorraine Wiekert
Lauren Renee Williams

COLLEGE OF
ENGINEERING & APPLIED
SCIENCE

Dean Brett Peters
Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Musa Jamal Abdeljaber
Abdallah Omran Al Habib*
Muaad Ahmed Al Muwais
Talal Saif A Alassaf
Ibrahim Khaled Albarik
Tarik A. Alghamdi
Abdulllah Almatar*
Mubarak Mahdi Alyami
Mutaz Mohammed Alzahrani
Mohammed Hassan N Balabit*
Evan James Bauer
Thomas Albert Beller
Cassandra Nicole Bence
Muhammad Bleibel
Vanessa Jo Brey
Andrew Patrick Budziszek
Przemyslaw Ryszard Bugno
Mariano Salvador Bustos
Stefan Arezina Cabral
Benjamin Thomas Cabush
Jonathan Temme Carlson
Leonardo Daniel Castro-Lopez
Kyle Cerfus
Nixon Chang
Prerna Chawda
Jordan A. Crowe
Heather Nikole Davis
Zachary Eugene Davis
Denisse Illari De la Cruz*
Kelly Ann DeLano
Dominic Wayne Deluca*
Anthony Lewis Demeuse
Nicholas Arthur Didier*
Mason Dinh*
Tuan Duong
Colin Earl
James Earl Edwards
Carla Jayne Edwards
Allen Dean Ehleiter
Breanna Rose Emerson
Daniel Steven Faber
David Faber
Ryan Douglas Finke
Kevari Francis*
Thomas Frymark
Luke W Fuerbringer
Mustafa Nima Ghazai
Patrick Gordon*
Amed Salim Guiro
David Livington Hall
Mark Halstrom
Kaila Hanke*
Kevin William Hansen*
Brian Michael Hanson*
Cody Lee Hapka*
Aaron Michael Hartwig
Alexander Yousha Her*
Alexander Martin Heyworth
Brian Henry Hildebrand
Ryan William Huffar
Jonathan Hujime Itokazu
Lucas Michael Janssen
Richard Allen Johnson*
Jared Keller
Patrick V. Kelly
Gary P. King*
Benjamin E Kruswicki
Anthony John Kupcho
Michael T. Lamster
Alex Christian LeTendre
Thomas Donald LoBosco
Enrique Loneli
Zachary Alan Lutz*
Joel David Maas
Sourintha Manikham
Corey Alan Manning
Mitchell Ryan McLaughlin
Riley James Mehs
Luke Kenneth Miller
Aaron Christopher Mosher*
Asma Motlani
Josh Nelson
Jonathan Michael Nieznanski
Ian Patrick Oakes
Callie Louise O’Donnell*
Christopher Edward Osborne
Nishit Rasik Patel
Sagar Ashvinkumar Patel*
John Paul Patterson
Samantha Nicole Pawlak
Ryan Perez*
Mark Dennis Perl*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Adam A. Permann*  
Nathaniel James Petrie  
Nicole Sarah Przybyla  
Ryne Robert Puffer*  
Peidong Qi*  
Hector Enrique Quintero  
Usman Qureshi  
Thomas Ranum  
Richard Allyn Rapant  
Tye Edward Rodriguez*  
Christopher Daniel Rotruck  
Shaun M. Scaffidi  
Dominic Michael Scardino  
Justin Arthur Schiedemeyer  
Marshall Mathias Schinner  
Robert Frank Scianni*  
Kelsey Ann Shrader  
Andrew Roy Simpson  
Andrew Paul Sinko*  
Kirsten Taylor Sipek*  
Grayne Christopher Skibo  
Austen James Sonderman  
Andrew D. Stang  
Samuel David Stern  
Alexander Joseph Stinefast*  
Genevieve Leah Stollenwerk  
Tucker Lee Stone  
Bashar Tanab  
Alan Jay TenHaken*  
Ger Thao  
Joseph Paul Thomaschaske  
Clayton Timothy Thompson  
Noah James Trilling  
Kevin Shane Vandehey*  
Austin Jesse Villa  
Alyssa Sharon Walker  
Evan Cutter Waller  
Ellerton Joseph Warhus  
James Weglarz  
Michael Steven Willhite*  
Dione Marie Woitach*  
Mitchell Steven Woloschek  
Yang Xie*  
Thong Kong Xiong  
Yuqing Yang  
Matthew Ryan Zandt  
Stanislav Zhabinskiy  
Justin Jay Zollitsch*  
Daniel Scott Zweifel  

**COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES**  
Dean Ron Cisler  
*Bachelor of Science*  

Michael Paul Acker  
Hussain Saud H Almaskeen*  
Salman Ali Almohsin*  
Adam Saeed H Alshehab*  
Dahlal Al-zubeidi  
Jay Warren Applegate*  
Kyle Michael Bahr  
Savanna Marie Barkley  
Brittni Ann Begale  
Ryan Joseph Blaney  
Britney Katelyn Bodden  
Ashlyn Brooke Briere*  
Anthony Thomas Caelwaerts  
Kelli Cantu  
Tyron Edgar Carrasquillo  
Sethe Jaymes Christensen*  
Keziah Grace Cook  
Kailey Maria Cortez  
Kelli Ann Dailey  
Stephanie Michelle D’Amato  
Jasmine Latrice Davis  
Danielle Jo Dehaai  
Marie Elizabeth Franzowiak*  
Morgan E. Gagan  
Lauren Ashley Galicia Magnuson*  
Thalia Alejandra Gonzalez  
Pamela V. Gotham  
Juliana Michele Gottwein  
Erin Grenawalt*  
Nina Gutmanis*  
Ashley Lynn Guyot  
Jason Alexander Haffner  
Tim Allen Halverson  
Karl Heger  
Hanna Kay Vernell Heinrich  
Ramon D. Hollnagel  
Jeremy Glenn Jacobs*  
Bailey Marie Johnson*  
Lucas James Kaat*  
Taylor Lee Kaat  
Lisa Anastasia Kellner  
Ethan Alexander Kelly  
Cole Thomas Krueger  
Alec Lenczner-Bagdasarian  
Melissa Ann Maki  
Corianne Markowski  
Karla Natalia Mena  
David Clemens Mertens  
McKale Christian Mikolajczak  
Saul Molina  
Lindsey Dawn Peters  
Vincent Prezioso  
Nicholas James Rodgers  
Aaron John Rogers*  
Mallory Jo Rout*  
Nicolas Manuel Santos  
Page Sayeski*  
Sarah Claire Scholey  
Daniel Jay Schroeder*  
Kia Shea Schroeder  
Rachelle Leah Schulman  
Samantha Nicole Sell  
Gabriel Gerald Serafin*  
Kaylin Elizabeth Shafer*  
Karen Jo Sherer-Smith  
Ryan Jit Singh  
Ross Adam Sobotta  
Maria Therese Stephens  
Amber Mae Tanski*  
Kayla Marie Theys  
Courtney C. Warner  
Maren Marie Wendt  
Molly Katherine Wiese*  
Renee Anna Wojcik  
Nicolet Marie Wyss  
Maranda Rochelle Zwieschowski  

**SCHOOL OF INFORMATION STUDIES**  
Dean Tomas A. Lipinski  
*Bachelor of Science in Information Science and Technology*  

Ibrahim Z. Abdallah  
Adam Mark Armstrong  
Jonathan Samuel Babad  
Justin Michael Barnard  
Dylan Matthew Barter  
Sheryl A. Cain  
James Martin Cocroft  
Stephanie Jane Coffey*  
Carol Combs*  
John Cavanaugh Comiskey  
Monica Faye Crosby  
Shanna Crumpler*  

*Awarded Commencement Honors*
continued

SCHOOL OF
INFORMATION STUDIES

Robert Walbridge Curry, Jr
Alexander James Dailey
James Robert Dear
Angela Marie Dickinson
Megan Marie Drozdowicz*
Elizabeth Jane Ellis
Jordan Robert Enwright
Aaron James Fox
Peter Foy, Jr
Justin Thomas Franzen
Paul Freitag-Fey
Dustin Gray
Patrick Carl Gresch
Travis Joseph Guzzetta
Nicholas James Halase
Zemon Derrick Hayes
Raymond Paul Hendrix
Tyler Joseph Hermann
Jordan Ray Higgins
Clarence Edward Hill
Justin A. Hintz
Aaron Garrity Hopefl
Michael Huang
Andrew Vance Hybert
Emmanuel Bernard Inson
Samuel Tyler Isaacson*
Joseph Thomas Jaehnke
Manda J. Johnson
William Thomas Killhofer
Angela Marie Kantin
Tyler Denis Killman
Awab Khan
Eric Allen Krautkramer
Corey Daniel Kroes*
Steven L. Larsen
Soojin Lee*
Ger Lor
Chase Alan Meifert*
Troy Daniel Miller
Brian Michael Muehl
Julia Rose Orne
Sooyeon Park*
Joshua Scott Parker
Allison Kate Pauers
Bradley Peterson

Jesse Solomon Pham
David K. Raigoza*
Abdur Rehman
Paul Danyl Russ
Kyle Jacob Sabel
Andrew Franklin Schmitt
Eric Schooff
Moses Stepanyants
Daniel Tullberg*
Andrew VanHoveln
Annie Claire Votner
Christie Sue Wagner
Adam Jeffrey Wildt
Sheldon Cortez Williams
Douglas B. Yarn
Antoine Young
Xing Meng Yu

COLLEGE OF
LETTERS & SCIENCE

Dean Rodney Swain
Bachelor of Arts or
Bachelor of Science

Zara Ann Abu-Hamdan
Alex Ackeret
Eric Manuel Albor
Carmen Socorro Alicea
Kelsey Nicole Aliota
Sandra Patricia Alvarez
Jessica Elizabeth Anzueto
Alyssa Danielle Armbruster
Yusuf Atef Ashram
Thadius King Atkisson
Justin James Autz*
Cassandra Nicole Baars
Coley Obrian Barnett*
Alice Corinne Barton
Justin E. Batchelor
Robert Vincent Bavisotto
Nicole Marie Beilke*
Samuel Thomas Belo
Tenin Ange Berke
Thomas Connor Berth
Tatia Biddle
Dominic Gregory Bieniewski
Crystal Lee Bird
Bjorn Bisha
Matthew Scot Blackwell
Kourtney Evette Blevins
Andrew Thomas Boinski
Markela Andrea Bond
Cassandra Rose Bonner
Jordan Jarrod Bradley
Max Stonewall Bradshaw
Haley Rae Branback*
David John Brandl
Daniel Gordon Brodel
Jenna Rae Broehm*
Brittany Bondea Brown
Zachary Jacob Brown
Elizabeth Anne Brunner
Nicholas Ryan Bruno
Bradley Buck
Quinton Charles Buckhanan
Megan M. Buechel
Sarah Anne Bush
Michael Robert Buyeske
David Thomas Calabrese
Ciara Camberos
Karen Elizabeth Canido
Isabella Angelina Caputa
Mark Edward Carlson
Trinity D. Carlson
William Robert Carver
Lourdes Josepha Castro
Shannon Cavanaugh*
Gary Chang
Kayla Briania Chapin*
Ryan Thomas Chase
Eric Childs
Ashlee R. Chramega
Julie Christina Cichon
Alexandra Germaine Claas
Madeline Rose Clark
Sarah Lynn Clemens*
James H. Cole
Samantha Marie Collins
Yoselin Colorado
Mary Jo Elizabeth Contino*
Olivia Renee Cross
Sarahmae Yumang Cruz
Alexander Dade
Emily Jane Dahlke*
Sheneda Daniels
Stephanie Kay Davidson*
Dustin Paul Davies
Ericka Davis

*Awarded Commencement Honors
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Huelmely De Jesus</td>
<td>Lisa Anne Hajec</td>
<td>Kimberly Vonda Kaiser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Katherine Dean</td>
<td>Caleb Michael Haley</td>
<td>Tyler Joseph Kaulugh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Marie DeAngelis</td>
<td>Michael Donovan Hallgren</td>
<td>Lauren Clare Karlik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marley Elizabeth Decker</td>
<td>John Michael Hamel</td>
<td>Lauren Hanlon Kearns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Donald DeGraff</td>
<td>Zoe Kathryn Hammes*</td>
<td>Brian Paul Keller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan James Desens</td>
<td>Jianyuaren Jerem Han</td>
<td>Keith Kennedy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarvpal Singh Dhillon</td>
<td>Natalie Ann Hanish</td>
<td>Hunsu Khan*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eva Corinne Dietz</td>
<td>Matthew Erik Hansen*</td>
<td>Daniel Patrick Kilkenny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Doernbach</td>
<td>Zachary Scott-Michael Hanson*</td>
<td>David King</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronald Anthony Donigain</td>
<td>Raianna Elisabeth Harders</td>
<td>Bridgette Marie Kneck*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Robert Dood*</td>
<td>Kelly Anne Harris</td>
<td>Danielle Marie Knotts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Jeremiah Dreher</td>
<td>Brandon Alexander Hartman</td>
<td>Kimberly Lynn Kolins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric John Droge*</td>
<td>Shawnna Raven Haskins</td>
<td>Julie Rose Koski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Marie Dums</td>
<td>Garrett Michael Haukoos</td>
<td>John Michael Kroeger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy Dunaway*</td>
<td>Abigail Jean Hauser*</td>
<td>Christopher James Kruschke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Marie Edens</td>
<td>Anastasia M. Hayward*</td>
<td>Alyson June Kuehner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayley R. Erdmann</td>
<td>Annah Elizabeth Heesacker</td>
<td>Ryan Joseph Kuen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miranda Rose Erickson</td>
<td>Austin Heffelfinger</td>
<td>Alex Michael Kuzniewicz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler James Evans</td>
<td>Matthew Robert Heimiller</td>
<td>Yeeon Kwak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ijeoma Ebeneez Ezemba</td>
<td>Britteny Henry</td>
<td>Megan Caroline Lacke*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robin Anne Fancher</td>
<td>Lance K. Henry</td>
<td>Eric Louis LaJeunesse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franco N. Ferrante</td>
<td>Oscar Hernandez Santoyo</td>
<td>Tyler Steven Lamb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camille Rebecca Ffrench</td>
<td>Mercedes Elizabeth Hernandez</td>
<td>Lisa Anna Larson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leanna Rose Foland*</td>
<td>Samantha Mary Herron</td>
<td>Thomas Santiago Lasalle*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Rose Frane</td>
<td>Kyle Richard Herzog</td>
<td>Taylor James Layton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Nicole Friedrichs</td>
<td>Scott Anthony Hettenbach</td>
<td>Desiree Marie Legaspi-Humiston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Erin Fry*</td>
<td>Samantha Rae Hidde</td>
<td>Mackenzie Michael Leicht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tohee Bear Funmaker</td>
<td>Monica Ann Hill</td>
<td>Brooke Elizabeth Lintner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glen Edward Gardner</td>
<td>Brianna Jean Hinz</td>
<td>Hannah Isabel Janice Lipton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Kenneth Gardner</td>
<td>Marni Ashley Hoest</td>
<td>Andrew Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Lynn Garrow*</td>
<td>Bradley Thomas Hofer</td>
<td>Matthew Terry Lowe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bianca Dior Gasparo</td>
<td>Cassondra Lee Holschbach</td>
<td>Christopher Luchterhand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Greer Gecewicz</td>
<td>Corey Kanoa Stephen Hoover*</td>
<td>James Patrick Maguire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katrina Marie Gedemer</td>
<td>Ashaunti A Horton</td>
<td>Neil Richard Majeski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam Richard Gehrke</td>
<td>Aaron Michael Horvat</td>
<td>Jack Walter Maliszewski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey Jo Geiger</td>
<td>Dave J. Huerta</td>
<td>Armando Manriquez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holly Geraldson</td>
<td>Raechel Huff</td>
<td>Katherine Marjorie Marach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sebastien Gettelman*</td>
<td>Sydney Elizabeth Illman</td>
<td>Maya Marie*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Lee Gilbert</td>
<td>Gabrielle Emesomi Iyamah</td>
<td>Kate Christine Markiewicz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jovan Goldsmith</td>
<td>Areej Faraj Jaber*</td>
<td>Paige Marie Marking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dayna Michell Gramoll*</td>
<td>Delaney Leigh Jacobs</td>
<td>Stephanie Louie Markopoulos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Theresa Gray</td>
<td>Haseeb Jaffary</td>
<td>James J. Marron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoe-Tyler Greene</td>
<td>Jacquelyn Shantena James</td>
<td>Geoffrey Taverner Marshall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Edward Greif</td>
<td>Samuel Aaron Johnson</td>
<td>Kelsey Jo Marten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia S. Grintjes</td>
<td>Takevia Shastar Jones</td>
<td>Kailey Delaine Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam James Grinwald*</td>
<td>Justine Molly Joubert</td>
<td>TreQuan Cashsean Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Marie Grosse*</td>
<td>Daniel Jacob Joustra*</td>
<td>Cassandra Faye McCarthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Joyce Gussy-Fragakis*</td>
<td>Patrick Randall Joyce</td>
<td>Christopher Terance Merino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Gustke</td>
<td>Courtney Kadolph</td>
<td>Elizabeth Therese Michalski</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

**COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE**

Matthew Robert Michels*
Skylar Marie Michels
Todd Charles Michels
Alyssa Kate Mihaljevic
Kari Ann Miller
Trevor A. Miller
Zachary Jacob Miller
Madalyn M. Minervini
Aron Lind Moberg
Antonio Pedro Moctezuma
Emma Lou Moll
Hannah Morales
Sergio Alberto Moran
Kelley Marie Moran
Alexis Kathryn Morgan
Emily Angela Moss*
Lintongmuajtsim B. Moua
Emily Anne Mueller*
Sarah Nicole Mundy
Andres F. Munoz
Nancy Muro
Anthony Michael Muscarello*
Tisia Felicia Muzinga
Sreedevi Nair
Emily Beth Neidhardt
Sarah Mary Nelson
Mikhail Yakov Nenaydykh
John Hieu Nguyen
Kyle James Nichols
Kisha L. Ninham
Alvaro Nino De Guzman
Michael Nunley
Sara Mohamed Nur
Avery Scott Nuutinen
Maria Jeanne Nuyda
Samuel Reuben O’Brien
Savannah Casey Ocasio
Lee Joseph Odeja
Kevin Onyeka Okonta
Rachel Renee Oldenburg*
Haley Corin Omick*
Taylor Rayne Ondracek*
Leah Marie Ortiz
Norma Alejandro Ortiz
Carly Virginia Otto
Evan Rocco Pagano
Noel Shantelle Paswaters
Stephanie T. Paull
Michael Victor Paulus*
Stephanie Rose Pawelski
Sydney L. Payton
Mikaela Antoinette Perry*
Autumn Adair Peterson*
Jesse R. Pitre
Lerys Pizarro
Kevin Bernard Plato
Nina Elizabeth Pokorny
Jessica Principali
Kelsey Marie Puttkamer
Zeba Quadri
Leah Marie Radde
Jennifer Dombrowski Rakidzich
Michael Rana
Mohney Nayyer Rana
Navneet Kaur Randhawa
Anthony Carmen Ranz
Samantha Ann Ratzlaff*
Megan Rose Rauls
Erica Jean Rebiger
Anthony Carl Redmond
Lindsay Amanda Reed
Davis Lee Renzelmann
Maria del Mar Restrepo
Jacob Reuter
Michael F. Revello
Kaylee Ruby-Ann Richards
Adalis Brigida Rivera
Courtney Ann Robertson
Nicholas Andrew Robinson
Valerie Catherine Roessler
Natalia Nicole Rojas
Sara Marie Rolfe*
Alex John Rothstein
Matthew Rudman
Anjelica Mae Rueda
John August Ruff
Michael Robert Ruminski
Taylor Marie Runion
Basil Eugene Ryan
Crystal Jean Sammer
John Paul Sanborn
Gabriela Sanchez
Sarah Sarich
Jenna Leigh Schaefer*
Tyler Samuel Schaller
Maria Christina Scharf
Devonna Denise Scherr
Nicole Marie Schmidt
Trevor Schmidt
Zachary Albert Schnick
Elizabeth Anna Schoenbeck
Calen Alexander Schruender
Robert Gary Schultz
Michael John Schulz*
Crystal Marie Schutta
Evan Anthony Sell
Rachel Mary Semenak
Wendy Rae Semski*
Joseph Michael Shane
Markus Jon Sherman
Noel Crystal Silvestro
Ravnneet Kaur Singh
William S. Singletary
Samantha Siodlarz
Jacqueline Rose Sirovina*
Samantha L. Skorlinski
Abigail Moselle Smalley*
Sterling Smethurst
Jennifer Anne Smith
Samantha Violet Smith*
Samantha Kay Smrz*
Erik David Sperling
Randall James Spidell*
Robert Joseph Starzec*
Dominika Steinova
Danielle Sterr
Jennifer Lynn Sterrett
Bryce Michael Edward Stevenson
Stevan T. Stojanovic*
Sarah Anne Stoltmann
Erin Darby Sullivan
Carolina Andrea Svendsen
Dan P. Swanson
Emily Jo Talapa
Jennifer Elaine Teske
Yangbee Thao
Alexander James Theske
Mathew Red Hawk Thomsen
Thomas Ray Tiffany*
Laurel Lynn Tilley
Alyssa Marie Tomlinson
Melissa Elizabeth Toshner
Alec Samuel Treacy

*Awarded Commencement Honors*
Nicole Trepanier*
Victor Emanuel Trinidad
Alexander Jonathan Tubbs
Vitaly Tufeld
Jan Christine Valentine
Sharon Jessica Van Leuven
Nicholas John Van Tubbergen
Natasha D. Veal
Brittni Marie Vermiglio
Angelika Alicia Villafuerte
Alexander Viruet
Kelly Michelle Volland
Jessica Vollmer
Melissa Vrabel*
Ryan David Waldhuetter
Rachelle Lee Wangerin*
Monea Rose Warrington
Courtney Morgan Wartner
Gabrielle Scott Weber
Meghan Wersel
Damian Lee Wetzel
Brett Lawrence Weyers
Caitlin Corine Wichmann
Tess Diane Willems
Corey Darrell Williams
Marquis Williams
Shana Nicole Wilson
Marquisa Wince
Kristen Deborah Wink
Michelle Lauren Wishman
Dylan James Wolber*
Nicholas Christopher Wolcott
Christopher Joel Wood
Ame Xiong
Nou Cheng Xiong
Tong Xiong
Xeng Xiong
Qixin Xu
Kou Yang
Nou Yang
Henry Yim
Gabrielle Ellen Young
Nicholas J. Young
Emily Anne Zantow*
Robert Zerebecki
Craig Zielinski
Julia Ann Zimmer*
Kristaps Zvaigzne

**COLLEGE OF NURSING**

Dean Kim Litwack

*Bachelor of Science*

Adizat Abdullahi
Megan Emily Ackeret*
Liza Escribano Adrihan*
Clairissa Anne Alexander*
Teresa May Arntz
Amanda Marie Arvan*
Carolina Yoshinaga Barnes
Rachel Bartlett*
Amy Rose Becker
Allison Marie Bembeneck*
Jennifer Farrell Burns
Kristine E. Carroll
Gwenn Ann Chamberlin
Rochelle Trishawn Cockerman
Bryan James Constantineau
Karli Rene Contreras
Abigail Anne Czarnecki*
Katelyn Dean*
Mackenzie Jade DeClark*
Jill Marie Derler
Stacy Deanne Dott
Emily Friend Dunn*
Stephanie Alice Dunn*
Lisa Colleen Dusick*
Coreen Ann Elliott*
Dustin Erdman
Emily Gail Eubanks*
Aubrey Lyn Ann Evans*
Deanna Lynn Fisher
Stephanie Flemming*
Jessie Lee Frohwirth*
Cassandra Gabor*
Laura Dawkins Geiger*
Samantha Gholston
Sara Margaret Glomski
Jillian Kay Glowacki*
Anna Marie Greinert*
Danielle Elizabeth Gross
David John Grunwald*
Sydney Elizabeth Gutberlet*
Colin Eric Hammer*
Alyssa Rae Harmes
Kelly Lee Hart
Lisa Marie Hernandez
Nicole Kathleen Hertel

Amanda Lynn Hitchcock*
Elisabeth Hobday
Emily Holm
Heidi Jagler
Poljana Janko*
Wendell Jean
Samantha Christine Johnson
Victoria Ann Kasulke
Cassandra Katzer
Dylan Gregory Kieffer*
Jacob Michael Knott*
Laurie Ann Kobor
Sarah Kochanski*
Jaime Koepe*
Kyle Michael Komorowski
Marshall Kothrade
Rosa Bolodo Kremnitzer
Kaitlin Marie Kristalidis
Samantha Marie Kucharski*
Leah Marie Kuhry
Joshua Mark Larson*
Rachel Terese LaValley
Keng Lee*
Chelsea Leah Leissring*
Lauren April Linsmeier*
Kim Ngoc Linson*
Amy Nicole Martiny*
Kathryn Maxwell*
Emily Kathryn McComb
Katie Jane McGann*
Kayla Megan Miller*
Alaina Beth Montemurro*
Diana L. Navarro Suarez
Ronald Morris Neal*
Jean Newby-Lovelace
Brittaney Obi*
Elyse Lynn Odegard*
Mary Oluwasoromidayo Olukotun
Jessica Lynn Pirelli*
Mark Prutt*
Shaymaa Qasem
Brendan James Quirk*
Erica Rehm
Alyssa Cristina Reum*
Kaitlyn Marie Richter*
Nicholas J. Rode
Teresa Guadalupe Roman
Jay Jeffrey Romant*
Caelin Beverly Rountree

*Awarded Commencement Honors*
continued

COLLEGE OF NURSING

Gretchen Rose Rudersdorf*
Kelly A. Sanderson
Rebecca Janine Schaefer
Mackenzie Erin Schaeuble*
Brittany A. Schappe*
Cynthia Astrid Schiemann
Andrew Robert Schmidt
Holly Ann Schmidt*
Fadil Spahiu
Yulia Stadnyk*
Kelly Anne Stahl
Renee Stephens
Mark Michael Stevens
Sierra Capri Struck*
Kenneth Theodore Stuettgen
Ashley Marie Syrjanen*
Collins Tabifor Tabifor
Gaojer Thao
Alimatou Traore
Benjamin Brandon Trapp*
Yuan Yuan Tu*
Rachael Nicole Van Keulen*
Sanam Vazirabadi
Mar Vue
Brittany Jo Warner
Laura Ashley Warren*
Rosetta Washington*
Shayna Nicolette Weid
Kelsey Marie Williams*
Bla Yang
Brittany Sarah Danielle Young

HELEN BADER SCHOOL
OF SOCIAL WELFARE

Dean Stan Stojkovic
Bachelor of Science

Jeremy Dayton Babcock
Emily Gail Beaudy
Nikki Behnam
Adam Paul Blaser*
Kelsey Butzlaff
Kaitlin Reanne Casberg
Michel Baruch Chagall*
Kyle Thomas Chucka
Julie Ann Clayton
Olivia T. Collins
Rashon Eva Crenshaw
Hailey Marie Draper
Kimberlie Emery
Tamireka Louise Exum
Emily Joan Finamore
Eduardo Fregoso
Derek Fritsch
Nathaniel Welch Glick
Dezirae L. Grant
Micahjay Roland Greatens
Celebrity A. Green
Candace Renee Griffin
Shawn Xzavian Griffin
Heather Renee Grosskoph
Carolina Gutierrez
Sarah Jeanne Halverson
Brady Ludwig Hammerer
Jamie Hayes
Jessica Her
Patrick Thomas Huettner
Macey Rose Ironside
Adam Raphael Jeziorski
Mekhi Adrian Jones
Bryanna Renee Juers
Alex M. Kadulski
Kristine Klei*
Geneva Venice Lacking
Alexandria Lynn Lange
Niah Marie Lessard
Lyndsey Hillary-Joy Lipson
Ted Martin Loy

John Author Lucille
Cory Allan Luttinen
Brandon James Makouske
Trenton Gage Michalek*
Musid Ali Mohamed
Stephanie Mudek
Niko Trevor Pellonari
Robert Donald Pflughoeft
Sydney Denise Pingel
Rachel Marie Pocquette
Amy Louise Pucilowski
Tyler Joseph Reese*
Bradley M. Richardson
Jocynel Kyndel Rogers
Richard Jacob Rogers
Marcus Robert Schamerhorn
Peter Carl Schwartz
Shannon Noel Strathmann
Michael David Swift
Neng Yang
Bethany Vega
Rachel Faith Verhagen*
Andrew Vianes
Quin Kazmiera Wessels
Collin Scott Whelan
Benjamin Charles White
Kyle Joseph Wienczek
Andrea Denise Williams
Kiara ArLisa Wilson
Jennifer Lee Withrow
Jennifer Rose Wolf
Collin James Wonder

*Awarded Commencement Honors
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

A special thank you to the dedicated UWM Volunteers and Staff who made Commencement possible

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS

Suzanne Abler
Nicole Beier
Gary Cooper-Sperber
Colin Daly
Gabriela Dorantes
Travis Jones
Jason Kantrowitz
Catherine Loomis
Elizabeth Muslin
Olivia Navarro
Christopher Peters
Heath Powell
Jean Salzer

Jim Schmidt
Kim Silbersack
Ramona Sledge
Laura Stark
Amanda Thompson
Joely Urdan
Valeria Volante
Linda Walker
Gwyn Wallander
Betty Warras
Anne Willis
Adam Zembrosky
Seth Zlotocha, Chief Marshal

SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS

Angie Zenisek
Stephanie Zito

UWM PHYSICAL PLANT SERVICES STAFF

Bjorn Case
Jonah Molzahn
Mike Proell
Griffin Schroeder
Fernando Valdivia
Benjy Warbelton
Steve Wilke

UWM POLICE DEPARTMENT

A team of Officers from the UWM Police Department staffed Commencement to ensure a safe and enjoyable event for all. We thank the UWM Police Department for their service.

COMMENCEMENT MANAGEMENT

Kristin M. Van Housen Senior Administrative Program Specialist, Secretary of the University’s Office

CHANCELLOR’S STAFF

Helaine Hickson, University Relations & Communications
SECRETARY OF THE UNIVERSITY’S OFFICE VOLUNTEERS
Carolyn Arnold
Tammy Howard
Christine Roberson

ALUMNI RELATIONS VOLUNTEERS
Kyle Hernandez
Cynthia Fitzsimmons
Bonnie Fuggiasco

PHOTOGRAPHS
GradImages® was the official photographer at today’s ceremony. Your photos are now available to view and order by visiting www.gradimages.com

If you need additional help to locate your photos, contact customer service at 800-261-2576 or email at giservice@gradimages.net

COMMENCEMENT VIDEO
You may view today’s ceremony online at:
www4.uwm.edu/secu/com_cer/com_archives.cfm

SOCIAL MEDIA
UWM wants you to share your commencement day. Graduates, family, friends and alumni, connect with us on social media. Tweet us your commencement moments in real time by using the hashtag #uwmgrad. Share your commencement photos on our timeline facebook.com/uwmilwaukee. View all your tweets and photos at uwm.edu.